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MAJOR GENERAL JOHN J. KOEHLER, JR. 

he Air Defense &he01 exists for one primary 
gmpo%e - to ~m.npport Air Defense Artillerymen in 
the field. An S c b l  4 v W a  are drivea by the 
needs of tbeet serving in Air Defense Artillery 
[ADA] d t s  amund the world. In this, my first 
Intercept Point for our ADA magazine, I want to 
refleet Mefly on haw h e  needs have changed in 
the10yeerssSrtceIbtezrvdatFortBlfss,the 
h of the Air Defense Artillery Golnbot srm. 
One d b t  &tor driving change in air 

defease d s s h  r e q u i n m a b  is the chmghg 
t h a t .  In the 1Sf%, the Army's air defense 
mmmces were .omrnittd, in large part, to the 
ddense at strategic aaseb within the Continental 
United States [CONUS]. Nike H e d s  mi& 
&, a s a b e d  to the US Army Air Defense 
~ a u d ~ t B e o ~ e e n t r o l a f t B e  
North American Air Dense Chamand, maintained 
ammd&e-eloek vighnm, from fixed sites situat- 
ed the sawtry. Considering the 
threat, that tls how it shod have been a t  that 
stage in o m  e v a l d n  as a separate combat urn. 
A e e ~ ~ d b g i y ,  mbshmn requirements a t  that time 
dictated that lnach ef the energy of the Air 
Defense S c W  be dedicated ta the support of 
d t s  engaged in the CONUS dwioa. 

In the 1966s, as oo~~mwmad the field A m y ,  our 
focus was on defense of assets in tbe theater and 
corps areas. Hawever, im t h a w  &yu the capability i 
of potential eziedea to inflict damage on forward 
combat assets was net c o a s i d d  substantial, and 
this rationale was wed to save mmey for  other 
projpams. Efficient managemaat m q h a  that we 
a h x t e  our scuce nooszreas itl response to 
the perceived threat. TBw, for several years, 
there was no divistonal air defense. 

Today, that revised *eat d i n e d  W k h  
chmgjiag trcttcs has altered subc~tantidly the 
mission requirements for our branch. The 
recogpized threat rtow has the capaMlity b idht 
unrceeptable lev& af damage w p m  d i v i h  
targets. Further, tBis apabWy b projected to 
increase d r a m a t i d y  over the next 10 ye-. 
Coasequently, teda J and in the toreseeable fdure, 
h e r e d  emphasis lgmt be given ta providing 
low-altitude air defense tea ow mobile famvud 
combat forces while mcrfa our debs 01 
reu as-. If the enemy is givem a 

b u s e  of a dekasSve w 
on that weakneua The 

Clmptmrl, Vulcan, and M e  
dmcture help in provhkg a 

I 
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beginning a t  the fsawud edge of the battle m a .  
The dvisharrl direet support Hawk B&tabn 

) provides ddltkmal air defease ter aur fsrword 
deployed nnih by gidvisg tba reqpl rd  ama 
errverage m well ~s a defenm capability 
at  higher d t i t dgs .  

Air Defense ArUIlery has w w  taken its 
rightful member sf tiha 
eoznbiae bammateo in the 
ots t r  cambat m r  - Infantry, Amor, and Field 
Artillery - r ty of the air threat 
in rr future the need for Ah. 
Defense ArWkerymen aimag their ranks. me 
1973 Arab-I=-lJ War 
minb a h u t  relua d 

Defense & h l ,  we a t  Fart Bbm meet! to knew 
what yaur medr am, The eosthrtlr infmlpjon d 
persmnel froan the W kzto tfme !%W, Wh. ee 

kty, ts pmbpb orrr 

art.i&s for the AIR DEFENSE Magazine, letters 
to me, caraenents an draft publkatlons sent out for 
review, a d  thmugh infonnol eontoets with people 
y w  knew here at  Fort Bliss. The ilia@ 'bttweea 
you and y w  "ah1 &er? the Air Defeaw 
ScM, mlxst be continued and expanded if we are 
to odvlnte aur abUJty to fulfill mission require- 
men&. 

Im the past 10 yaaro, are h v e  mede @es& 
in develop-hqg r credible air dafensa- I 

fer the h y  in thafkdd. With m w  and 
h p v d  weapon ry.etems oa the h a h a ,  m d  
witla the continudy a n p i n g  development of 
taetka and t6ehalques ta a@~~atimlae the effective- 
ness of ADA systems [both o.bd and new], Air 
Defense Artillery is indeed moving fcwwasd. 1 
enwncge  you ta join with me in this march to 
better our uaMty to defend our nation and aar  
A m y  from enemy dr attack. ;idc 



ENGA GEMENT/;ZONE\ 

SPECTRUM X 
Dear Sir: 

In your April-June 1977 edition you had an 
article, "CE for Air Defense," which described an 
8th Infantry Division Spectrum X to be used in 
reporting aircraft locations and airmobile inser- 
tions. This particular system is commonly known 
as the Grid Overlay System, a modification of the 
Point of Origin Code. Although it may reduce 
reporting time and speed transmission, it offers 
absolutely no security and should not be used as a 
means to encrypt coordinates. 

The major drawback to a system of this type is 
in its basic insecurity. If it was used only to 
expedite traffic it could be useful; however, 
invariably someone will attempt to pass coordi- 
nates that should have been encrypted, under the 
mistaken impression that the system is secure. 

There are authorized systems that can easily 
be obtained. I would recommend that if your 
readers have a need for this type system they 
contact their local Army Signal Security Support 
Team, who can assist them in requistioning a code 
that will give the same results as the Spectrum X 
and also be secure. 
ROBERT G. OLSON 
MSG, USA 
Chief Instr, SIGSEC Div 
US Army Intelligence School 

Dear Sir: 
FULL ALERT 

I would like to take this opportunity to extend 
my compliments on the article, "CIV Tactical 
Employment in the 8th Infantry Division." The 
article was well written and contained some very 
useful information. The portion of the article that 
was most enlightening, however, was the 
photograph of the Chaparral in a state of full alert. 
You see, we here in the 3d Armored Division have 
always operated our Chaparrals in a full alert 
status with the senior gunner inside the launching 

station, tracking for aerial targets. 
CHRISTOPHER K. RASH 
CPT, ADA 
Commander 
Btry B, 3d Bn, 61st ADA 
3d Armored Div 

BRAVE SHIELD XVI 
Dear Sir: 

Shortly after our return from Exercise Brave 
Shield XVI, I received a copy of your April-June 
issue of AIR DEFENSE Magazine and read LTC 
Bell's Research Report. I t  would have been very 
helpful to have had this prior to the exercise, 
since, with some exceptions, it reads like a carbon 
copy of our own after-action report. Space 
permitting, I would like to address some specifics: f l  
The Exercise 

Brave Shield XVI was a joint readiness 
exercise conducted a t  29 Palms Marine Corps Base 
[MCB], California, during the period 14-20 July 
1977. Friendly and opposing forces were com- 
prised of Army, Air Force, and Marine..Corps, 
Active Reserve, and National Guard units. All air 
defense elements for the opposing force were 
simulated. Friendly air defense consisted of a 
Marine Hawk Battalion [-I with its Redeye battery 
and the 1st Bn, 51st ADA HHB, two towed Vulcan 
batteries, and one platoon from a provisional 
Redeye battery. Simulated units included two 
Chaparral batteries,  the  remainder of the 
provisional Redeye battery from the 1st Bn, 51st 
ADA, an Army Hawk battalion, and an additional 
CIV battalion. 
Staff Level Comments 

S1 play. Real world activities such as personnel 
accounting and reporting, coordination of recrea- 
tional service, chaplain service, PX service, 
Article 15s, promotions, emergency leave, and 
medevac more than compensated for a lack of 
simulated inputs. S4 play was equally full in the 3 
areas of C1 I, 11,111, and IX supply; water and ice 
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delivery; establishment of shower points; vehicu- 
lar, systems, and communications maintenance; 

f? and planning the motor movement to and from 29 
Palms MCB. 

Aircraft kills should be assessed by controller1 
evaluator action a t  the system location. Proper 
gunner actions in acquisition, identification, 
tracking, and engagement should govern whether 
an engagement is successful. Some random system 
of percentage of kills or damaged aircraft should 
also be applied. While "instant revival" of enemy 
aircraft is unrealistic, it is understandable in terms 
of aircraft availability and cost. Without kill 
assessment, however, unitldefense effectiveness 
cannot be evaluated, and unit training proficiency 
cannot be determined. 

Airspace management. The division airspace 
management element is used mostly as the ADA 
special staff, rather than the agency coordinating 
the activity of the various airspace users. 

Personnel shortages in the S2 can be overcome 
by intergrating the S2 and S3 sections and running 
the 12-hour shifts from the combined sections. 

Battery Level Comments 
Early warning from any source was virtually 

nonexistent. The 1st Bn, 51st Ada, has no FAAR. 
Out of our own hide, we placed people and commo 
gear with the Air Force command reporting 
center [CRC] and with an assault fire unit from the 
Marine Hawk battalion. The personnel with the 
CRC were equipped with the ANIGRC 106. When 
the radio did work, we found that the CRC would 
pass no data to the Army Liaison Officer. He was 
moved to the command reporting post, a 
multichannel shot was put in to battalion, and 
early warning was finally available to the battalion 
tactical operations center. From there, it went by 
ANIGRC 106 to the battery. This system is 
cumbersome and unworkable in a moving 
situation. The man with the Hawk AFU was 
provided with an ANlPRC77 and a wire line. 
Although the distance to the AFU was only 5 km 
for the radio and 8km for the wire line, commo was 
poor and the data were stale by the time the 
information reached the battery. Without FAAR, 
CIV has no effective early warning. 

Hostile markings for aircraft were nonexistent. 
The units were given lists of friendly and hostile 
aircraft; however, the RF4 was on both, the F-111 
was on both, and A-7 did not appear on either, 
although it was in the air. Later the units were 
told that camouflaged aircraft were friendly unless 
in groups of four or more, silver aircraft were 
hostile, and grey were friendly. In spite of this, the 

L 0 unit "credited*' itself with only two friendly kills. 
of these, however, dropped tear gas on a 

friendly unit, constituting a hostile act, so he was 
engaged. 

One battery was placed in support of the 
maneuver elements of the player brigade. In spite 
of it being a towed Vulcan battery, it supported 
both tanks and infatry in the attack. This is 
difficult at  best for the towed system and the tank 
commander, in his bounding overwatch maneuver, 
occasionally had the Vulcan as his bounding 
element. 

Heat [temperatures to llO°F] had a devastat- 
ing effect on the Vulcan radar, and the terrain 
[steep, with lava rock] caused approximately three 
flats per Gama Goat. The battalion motor section 
was able to keep a steady stream of repaired flats 
moving forward; however, in actual combat this 
would be impossible. 

Redeye was employed by attaching sections to 
the Vulcan batteries with instructions to integrate 
them into their air defense. Like their infantry 
counterparts, the battery commanders tended to 
forget the Redeye, particularly in moving 
situations, and rarely credited them with 
engagements. 
JOHN D. CRANDALL 
LTC, AD 
1st Bn, 51st ADA 
Commanding 

A MODEST PROPOSAL 
Dear Sir: 

"What's in a name?" may be a question more 
appropriate to those unlucky in love than to the 
modem military, but it's a quandry to be recog- 
nized under the current divisional reorganiza- 
tion study underway by TRADOC. Over the past 
20 years, the military has devoted great minds and 
many hours to semantics. We have been "cordon 
and search'ed," "counterforce'd and counter- 
strike'd" "team'd," "task force'd" "DIVARTY'd," 
and b'group'ed." Now, with the advent of a new 
divisional structure, a new abstration arises from 
the semantics-DIVADA, the DIVision Air 
Defense Artillery. The question arises, "Why?" 
Not why the organization; the last Mideast war 
and the dynamics of modern battle answer that 
question. The object of this question mark is why 
invent a new term for an organizaion that already 
has its name in the dictionary of military terms, 
namely, the regiment. The size and organization of 
the proposed DIVADA closely approximates that 
of the regiment, more so than .that of the modern 
brigade. Also, a regimental structure could help 
clarify a now obfuscated system [CARS] associ- 
ated with the modern brigade. In addition, a 
regimental structure would lend a commanality of 
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defenders to feel an association with the heroics of 
regiments' past proud traditions. Moreover, the n "Regimental Artillery" concept could simplify the 
confusion of the CAR system. Organizing the 
diverse weapon systems under a common flag, 
crest, tradition, and mission, the uniqueness of the 
Regimental Artillery could build a strong sense of 
esprit de corps within all elements of the 
regiment. After all, what's in a name? 
JOHN AA OPIOLA 
CPT, ADA 
Commander 
D Btry, 4th Bn, 1st ADA 

AAA GUNNERS BADGE 
Dear Sir: 

In 1957, while serving in "C" Battery, 91st 
Antiaircraft Artillery, in Wiesbaden, Germany, I 
earned the Second and First Class Gunners 
Badges with the AAA Bar. We had 75-mm 
Skysweepers. This authorization is entered on my 
DD Form 214 from 1958. The certificates of award 
have been burned and my military records were 
among those burned in the St. Louis fire several 
years ago. 

I joined the Michigan National Guard in 1973 
and desire to have my Gunners Badges on my 
Class A uniform. Every effort I have made to 
obtain the AAA Bar has met with failure. Nobody 
seems to be able to get my AAA Bar. Can you help 
me locate one or more bars? There appears to be 
no way to get duplicates of the certificates, as 
much as I would like to have them also. 
SP5 TERENCE G. MARION 
Bn Career Counsellor 
HHC, 3d Bn, 126th Inf 
Michigan National Guard 
Wyoming, Michigan 

The A A  Artillery Bar to the AAA Gunners Badge 
is stiU authorized for wear according to AR 672-5-1. 
A copy of yciur D D  Form 214 is ample proof of 
authority for you to wear the Bar. A replacement 
can be obtained by  writing to: Commanding 
Gereml, US  Army  Reserve Components, Personnel 
and Administmtive Center, 9700 Page Boulevard, 
St .  Louis, Missouri. Be  sure to include the following 
Stock Number in your request: 8455 00 256 1844, 
Adwice Code 2F. 

RECOGNITION POSTERS 
Dear Sir: 

In a recent issue of AIR DEFENSE Magazine 
an article appeared concerning Soviet Air Defense 
Weapons. Being assigned to a NATO unit located 
in Germany, I found the article most informative 
and educational. Working in such close proximity 
to Warsaw Pact Nations, I was startled by the fact 
that many of our personnel are not substantially 
familiar with Soviet Tactical Aircraft and Air 
Defense Systems. I find this situation disturbing 
and would request your support in reference to 
the Air Defense Weapons posters mentioned in 
your article. 

Request that you forward copies of the Soviet 
Air Defense Weapons and Soviet and Warsaw 
Pact Forward Area Aircraft Posters. They will be 
most beneficial to the men and officers of the 69th 
USAFAD. 
THOMAS G. EDWARDS 
SSG, USA 
Tng NCO 
69th USA FA Det 

Dear Sir: 
Your poster, entitled "Soviet and Warsaw Pact 

Forward Area Aircraft," has been .very popular 
with my unit, the 3d Bn [Abn] Vulcan, 4th ADA, 
82d Abn Div. I have been flooded with requests for 
additional posters. 

If posters are available, I would appreciate it if 
you could send a supply of additional copies. Each 
will be fully utilized by the batteries, the battalion 
commander, the executive officer, and S2 Section, 
S3 Section, and battalion tactical operations 
center. 

I second the recommendation made by the Air 
Defense School that TRADOC convert the poster 
to an official Graphic Training Aid. 

JAMES F. WILLETTS 
CPT, MI 
S2, 3d Bn, 4th ADA 
82d Abn Div 

W e  stiU have an adequate stock of A I R C R A F T  and 
A I R  DEFENSE W E A P O N S  posters available to 
all who request them, pending availability of the 
official Graphic m i n i n g  Aid. Requests should be 
addressed to: Commandant, U S  A m y  Air  Defw'se 
School ,  A T T N :  A T S A - T D - L I T S ,  Fort Bl i ss ,  
T X  79916. Oders  for more than 10 posters should 
include an  explanation of their intended use. 

-Ed .  3k 

k. . 
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THE ::ST AIR DEJ?ENS: 

or decades it has been said that the Air Defense F 
Artillery is the only combat arm of the US Army 
that performs its full wartime mission during time 
of peace. Nowhere has this saying held more truth 
than in south Florida, where the men and women 
of the 31st Air Defense Artillery Brigade have 
executed an active CONUS air defense mission on 
an around-the-clock basis for 15 years-since the 
days of the Cuban Missile Crisis. 

The Brigade today is unique in that it is the 
only Army Air Defense organization with an 
Active Continental US [CONUS] air defense 
mission and the only US Army Forces Command 
[FORSCOM] unit with a dual mission. Brigadier 
General William E. Cooper's 3,000 soldiers and 
more than 200 civilian employees discharge their 
continental air defense mission under control of 
the 20th NORAD Region; 25 percent of the 
batteries are on alert a t  all times. Simultaneously, 
all the units train and exercise for a Strategic 
Army Forces [STRAF] mission, insuring that they 
a re  prepared for short  notice deployment 
anywhere in the world in support of contingencies 
directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Brigade's 
mobile STRAF deployment capability is supported 
by the 2d Bn, 52d ADA, stationed a t  Fort Bliss, 
Texas and a maintenance detachment a t  Fort 
Gillem, Georgia. 

For the execution of its CONUS mission, the 
Brigade is  organized in two defenses. The 
Homestead-Miami Defense consists of the 2d Bn 
[Hercl, 52d ADA, and the 3d Bn [Hawk], 68th 
ADA. I t  has the mission of defending the 
Homestead Air Force Base complex and of 
extending an air defense umbrella over the entire 
Miami metropolitan area. The Key West Defense 

CAPTAIN C.E 
is manned by the 1st Bn [Hawk], 65th ADA, and 
has the mission of defending the Key West Naval 
Air Station and associated US Navy facilities a t  
Key West. Both defenses maintain the required 
high level of proficiency in their CONUS missions. 
The high scores consistently attained by all fire 
units during annual service practice [ASP] a t  Fort 
Bliss, Texas, demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
thorough and carefully implemented unit training 
programs of all battalions, as well as the high 
morale and team spirit of the troops. They take 
justifiable pride in their accomplishments and can 
point with satisfaction a t  a long string of additional 
achievements, including zero point-loss on ORES 
conducted by FORSCOM, a high percentage of 
Honor Battery designations from the US Army 
Training and Doctrine Command following Air 
Defense Center-conducted ASPS, and four closed- 
book Defense Nuclear Agency Technical Stand- 
ardization Inspections in the course of 1 year. 

The defensive efforts of all fire units are 
coordinated and controlled by the Army Air 
Defense Command Post [AADCP] located at  
Richmond Heights Air Force Station. Control is 
exercised by means of the ANITSQ-51 Missile 
Mentor fire distribution system. Centralized fire 
direction inputs are provided by the Tyndall North 
American Air Defense Command [NORAD] 
Control Center. Although the 31st is a separate 
brigade under the command of Headquarters, 
FORSCOM, and receives all classes of support 
from FORSCOM, it  is under the operational 
control of Air Defense Command in the execution 
of its CONUS air defense mission, and is directed 
in all tactical operations through NORAD. 

In 1970 the Brigade was assigned its second 
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A ARTILLERY BRIGADE 

KIRKPATRICK 
mission and became a part of the US Strategic 
Army Forces [STRAF]. That mission requires the 
battalions to maintain the capability to deploy 
anywhere in the world as part of the US Readiness 
Command's strategic forces. Current operational 
plans allow for unit deployment as battalion 
packages and provide options for movement by 
air, rail, sea, or organic vehicles. Recognizing that 
effective mobile air defense coverage is vital to 
insure that the Army field forces can maneuver to 
apply combat power where needed on the 
battlefield, the 31st ADA Brigade has placed 
strong emphasis on its deployment readiness 
mission. Constant training and exercises hone the 
fine edge of the STRAF battalions; the Brigade is 
ready to go where it is needed when it is needed. 

The STRAF mission requires great flexibility 
and facility in training and personnel management 
on the part of unit-level commanders. Remaining 
prepared for both missions requires a delicate bal- 
ance in training efforts and continous effort in the 
areas of equipment maintenance and deployment 
planning. The capacity of ecrch battery to carry out 
its STRAF mission is tested annually during the 
Operational Readiness Training Test [ORTT]. The 
ORTT evaluates battery proficiency tactical con- 
voy procedures, local security, NBC defense, field- 
craft, the establishment of field locations, camou- 
flage and concealment, and the conduct of the air 
battle from field sites. Satisfactory air defense o p  
erations are the prime requirement for the ORTT, 
and the ORE is an integral part of the testing 
procedure. 

The ORTT is conducted in different areas for 0 each battalion. The 2d Bn, 52d ADA [Herc], 
conducts its ORTT a t  McGregor Range, New 

Mexico, in conjunction with ASP. The 1st Bn, 65th 
ADA [Hawk], on the other hand, is tested a t  Key 
West; while the 3d Bn, 68th ADA [Hawk], 
undergoes ORTT at the USAF Gunnery Range at 
Avon Park in central Florida. The Brigade 
maintains an equipment storage facility a t  Fort 
Gillem, Georgia, where both Hawk battalions 
store a portion of their deployment equipment. 
Because of the relatively greater amount of 
equipment required for the movement of a 
semimobile Hercules battalion, the Brigade has 
established the 2d Bn, 52d ADA Element, at Fort 
Bliss with the mission of storing and maintaining 
that battalion's STRAF equipment. 

The 2d Bn, 52d ADA Element, does more than 
maintain and store STRAF equipment, however, 
it is tested annually when it joins the battalion for 
ORTT. The Element provides the equipment and 
personnel for the battalion operations center, 
battalion AADCP, signal platoon, transportation 
motor pool, and all associated services necessary 
to sustain the unit in field operations. During the 
balance of the year, the Element provides battery 
equipment and support for ASPS for Nike 
Hercules battalions ranging from the 1st Bn 
[Herc], 43d ADA, in Alaska, to the Hercules 
battalions of the Japanese Self-Defense Force and 
the Spanish Army fire units. 

In the event a battalion is alerted for STRAF 
deployment, operational plans call for its release 
from the CONUS mission and its transfer to the 
operational control of the US Readiness Command 
for the duration of the emergency. Brigade units 
have received valuable deployment training and 
experience through participation in BRAVE 
SHIELD IX at Fort Polk, BRAVE SHIEUD XI11 
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a t  Eglin AFB, and SOLID SHIELD 77 a t  Fort The training involved in assuring the Brigade's 3 
Brag&?. 

Beyond the tests previously discussed, an 
additional series of evaluations is required of the 
2d Bn, 52d ADA [Hercl, both in its STRAF and 
CONUS missions. Being nuclear-capable, the 
battalion must demonstrate the capacity to store 
and assemble nuclear weapons and deliver nuclear 
fires. That requirement entails extensive training 
in nuclear weapons handling and  security 
procedures and involves the unit in technical 
proficiency inspections by the Department of the 
Army and FORSCOM, and technical standardiza- 
tion inspections by the Defense Nuclear Agency, 
as well as local nuclear surety inspections. 

preparedness for its dual mission has several 
highly beneficial spin-offs, and is  mutually 
supporting. The STRAF mission is enhanced 
through the high degree of tactical proficiency the 
troops develop as  a result of their daily exercise of 
the NORAD mission. The skills involved in 
air- transportabil i ty loading and mobility and 
STRAF-related fieldcraft prepare the men for a 
wide diversity of later assignments. Since the 
Brigade also serves as the CONUS rotational base 
for soldiers bound for foreign duty air defense 
assignments, it is in the position of being able to 
return them to the oversea commands with vastly 
enhanced military skills and training. As a result, 

CPT George Nelson, C Battery Commander, briefs General Kmesen, FORSCOM Commander, on the 
field emplacement of a Hawk Battery during the General's wisit to the 1st Bn, 65th ADA. I 
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the Brigade is able to contribute to a continual future for the 3d Bn, 68th ADA. 
upgrading of the proficiency of the individual The maintenance of the Brigade in its dual 
soldier on a worldwide basis. mission requires highly technical support. Since 

The Brigade has participated in a number of there is no Army installation in south Florida, the 
important exercises and tests of new air defense 31st Brigade must provide all of its personnel and 
hardware. In 1976 the AADCP and selected fire logistical support from within its own resources. 
units conducted a test of the new ANITSQ-73 fire As a result, it has assumed all of the functions of 
distribution system. the encouraging results of an Army post, albeit on a smaller scale. 
that test led directly to the participation of the 3d One of the unique functions the Brigade 
Bn, 68th ADA [Hawk], in the TACSITADS OED provides for itself is its general support [GS] 
[Tactical Air Control System/Tactical Air Defense maintenance facility. GS maintenance for all 
System Operational Effectiveness Demonstration] assigned vehicles and equipment, as well as for 
as part of the Joint Training Exercise SOLID missile-peculiar electronic and mechanical equip- 
SHIELD 77, a t  . 4 - - :n ment, is handled 
Fort Bragg. That smoothly by highly 
exe rc i se  demon- trained technicians 
strated to Army L who are a part of 
field commanders the 200-man pro- 
and commmanders fessional civilian 
of the sister serv- work force. The 
ices the compatibil- Brigade has broken 
ity of multiple- fresh ground in the 
service air defense area of depot main- 

p and aircraft control tenance. The main- 
systems, and the tenance facility has 
practicability of air a depot-rebuild ca- 
deployment of the pability and does a 
Hawk system. The large measure of 
3d Bn, 68th ADA, depot-type job or- 
deployed by air to ders a t  local level. 
Fort Bragg with Because few of 
650 men and ap- these tasks have to 
proximately 1,000 be sent to other 
tons of equipment installations, there 
in 46 sorties by is an important 
C-130, C-141, and savings in money 
C-5A aircraft and ' and time, and a 
remained opera- 650 men from 3d Bn, 68th ADA, and over 1,000 tons of equipment critical 
tional through a deployed to Fort Bragg for Exercise SOLID SHIELD 77. ment of the mission 
test of 2 months' duration. No finer exhibition of effectiveness of the unit through quick turn- 
the capability of Army air defense to participate in around of job orders. An appreciable portion of the 
extended field operations in the performance of credit for the Brigade's excellent operational 
the STRAF mission could have been desired. record must be accorded the dedicated men and 

Future concerns of the Brigade include women of the logistics and support shops whose 
continued testing of the ANITSQ-73 and the long-standing motto has been, "We can do 
on-site conversion of two battalions to Improved anything." 
Hawk. That conversion is currently in progress in Administration and management services are 
the 1st Bn, 65th ADA, and is projected in the near provided by the Office of the Adjutant General, 
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Improved ~ a & k  nwhr is installed atop a 40-foot 
tower. 

which is staffed to handle 
personnel procurement 
through a centralized as- 
signment system and to 
manage all personnel uti- 
lization, separation, and 
support functions. In ad- 
dition to its other tasks, 
the Brigade AG adminis- 
t e r s  t he  Southeastern 
Florida Army Retirement 
Council, supporting a re- 
tired military population 
of more than 18,000. The 
AG handles i ts  own 
Standard Installation1 
D i v i s i o n  P e r s o n n e l  

System [SIDPERS] operation, and extends 
support to Army elements of various joint 
commands in south Florida as well. The SIDPERS 
Interface Branch has distinguished itself by a 
99.56 percent accurate transaction rate over the 
past 12 months. 

The Comptroller performs a wide range of 
fiscal functions ranging from the execution of a 
command operating budget in excess of $10 million 
to administration of the military payroll and 
control of the family housing command operating 
budget, the largest such leased-housing operation 
in CONUS. The Comptroller's Office discharges 
responsibilities comparable to those of the largest 
Comptroller supporting any major Army installa- 
tion. The Finance and Accounting Office handles 
all JUMPS-ARMY transactions for the Brigade 
and other Army personnel in southern Florida, 
and makes use of the Army's computerized 
Standard Financial System [STANFINS]. 

Support of the various automated personnel 
and finance systems is provided by the Brigade 
Management Information Systems Office [MISO]. 
The MIS0 provides the same support found at  any 
Class I installation by means of its IBM 51360-30 
computer system. In its 24-hour-aday operations, 
the MIS0 processes data for SIDPERS, SAILS, 
STANFINS, a total of 26 MACOM standard 
systems, the Retired Army Personnel System, 
and three locally developed systems. The Brigade 

Staff members of 2d Bn, 52d ADA, evaluate the tactical situatk 
Operational Readiness Training Test. 

In during 



MIS0 also provides emergency back-up computer 
support for the 193d Infantry Brigade in the Canal 
Zone. 

Legal support is provided by the Office of the 
Brigade Staff Judge Advocate [OSJA]. I t  provides 
command counsel for the Brigade Commander 
[who exercises general court-martial jurisdiction] 
and a wide range of services to both Active duty 
and retired servicmen in the area. The OSJA also 
handles all environmental and labor law matters 
and claims arising under the provisions of AR 
27-20. 

Aviation support is provided by the Brigade's 
organic aviation section consisting of two UH 1-H 
helicopters and one U-8 airplane. Although all of 
the 12 missile firing batteries have helipads, most 
of the section's flying is between Homestead and 
the Key West Defense, a distance of 135 road 
miles. The section has established an outstanding 
safety record and recently received its second 
Department of the Army Award of Merit for 
Aviation Safety. 

With the wide variety of recreational activities 
inherent in south Florida, the  Brigade S l  
Recreation Services Section measures up by 
providing soldiers with all types  of spor t s  
equipment, but especially that related to water 

. sports. I t  also operates a free 16-mm film service, 
bookmobile, and auto craft and hobby shops for 
the more isolated air defense sites. The recreation 
directors manage an extensive intramural pro- 
gram leading to participation by Brigade teams in 
tournaments on the Air Force Base and a t  
FORSCOM, as well as in competition a t  Fort Bliss 
and in leagues sponsored by the Air Force and 
Navy. 

The Brigade has always enjoyed cordial 
relations with the citizens of the local community, 

Captain K i r k p a t ~ k  is a Distinguished Military 
Graduate of Wake Forest University. Under a Ford 
Foundation Fellowship, he attended Emory 
University, where he earned a Masters Degree in 
European history. He served in Europe following 
attendance at the Defense Language Institute and 
is pnesently assigned to the 2d Battalion [Herc], 
52d Air Defense Artillery. 

and the Public Affairs Office plans and executes 
continuing activities designed to enhance the good 
will with which Floridians regard the organization. 
The Brigade color guard has participated in more 
than 100 demonstrations in the past 2 years, and 
has brought the Army before audiences totaling 
over 1.3 million in appearances a t  the Orange 
Bowl, the Super Bowl, and numerous local 
festivities. 

Troopers of the 31st Brigade are proud of the 
long-standing tradition of interservice cooperation 
of which they are a part. Stationed on Homestead 
Air Force Base, they mingle daily with Air Force, 
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard personnel. 
The men in Key West have equally close relations 
with the Navy there. In Florida, the air defender 
has the opportunity to observe what goes on in the 
other armed services, and can sample the life style 
enjoyed by his counterparts. Artillerymen in the 
area take part in competition for the Title of 
Military Person of the Month, sponsored by the 
Military Affairs Committee of the Homestead and 
Key West Chambers of Commerce. Brigade 
soldiers have shown their mettle frequently over 
.the years, illustrating by their selection for this 
honor the high state of professionalism and esprit 
that prevails. In the past 36 months, Brigade 
soldiers have been selected as Military Person of 
the Month 19 times; a proud record of over 50 
percent selection from less than 30 percent of the 
total military population in the area. 

Highly trained, thoroughly exercised, and well 
motivated, the 31st Air Defense artillery Brigade 
executes a complex and demanding mission of air 
defense and its vital support. I t  remains now, as it 
has been for the past 15 years, prpared to live up 
to its motto, "Ready and Vigilant." 
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The previous instaldment was an introduction to 
air defense in the Pacific Theaterdunng World War 
11, along with an accounting of bombers in the 
Japanese inventory. In this installment we turn to 
some statistics on US bombers used in the Pacifi 
Theater. 

United States Bombers 
The United States bombers employed in the 

Pacific Theater, except for the obsolete types on 
hand in the Philippines a t  the start of the war, 
were the same types employed in the European 
Theater. The major operational difference in these 
planes was the reduced bomb load and increased 
fuel capacity required to fly long distances over 
water during most of the Pacific operations. 
Eventually, the B-24 replaced the B-17 in all heavy 
bombardment units in the Pacific and, although 
initially considered less strong defensively than 
the B-17, it proved quite effective. 

In 1944, the Boeing B-29 Superfortress was 
introduced for exclusive use in the Pacific, due to 
its long range and load-carrying ability. The first 
Superfortress combat mission over Japan was 
flown on 15 June 1944. The B-29 had a maximum 
speed of 358 mph at  25,OO feet, a range of 3,250 
miles with a 20,000-pound bomb load, and a service 
ceiling of 31,850 feet. Its armament consisted of 
two caliber .50 machine guns in each of four 
remote-controlled turrets, plus two caliber .50 
machineguns and one 20-mm gun in the tail turret. 

United States bomber operations in the Pacific 
were initially handicapped by its D-day losses and 
by the superior Japanese airpower. Driven back 
from the Philippines and ousted from Java, 
General Brereton's B-17s were far too few to 
contest the command of the air in daylight. Night 
missions were essential to maintain the slight 
bomber strength available. Thus, while massive 
daylight assaults upon Germany were being 
planned, desperate small-scale night blows were 
being struck in the Pacific as a matter of necessity 
rather than choice. Practically all bombing ceased 
during the rains, but in November 1942 Bangkok, 
Port Blair, and Rangoon were bombed by B-17s in 
squadron strength. 

By autumn of 1942, R-17's were being led into 
New Britain by Royal Australian Air Force 
Catalinas which marked the ta rge ts  with 
incendiary bombs and flares. Sometimes, after a 
medium-altitude bomb run, the B-17s returned at  
low levels and attempted to destroy antiaircraft 
positions and searchlights. The accomplishments 
of night bombers during the first year of the war 



in the Pacific were not impressive. More 
important than the damage done to the enemy was 
the experienced gained. Because of this experi- 
ence, Air Force units were better able to deal with 
the weather and navigational difficulties that they 
were to encounter in the Pacific during the 
remainder of the war. 

Night-bombing formations normally employed 
six bombers in each flight, but some single-plane 
missions were flown against Rabaul. Since the 
Japanese lacked radar for antiaircraft and fighter 
control, the bomber formation was not staggered 
laterally or in altitude. 

In many instances, flak suppression raids were 
flown against antiaircraft and searchlight posi- 
tions, using B-25s and A-20s. Bombs with time 
fuzes set to explode 300 feet above the ground 
were used for this purpose. These bombs 
temporarily silenced antiaircraft batteries and 
searchlights. 

On New Year's night 1943, targets on New 
Britain were bombed. Although weather, search- 
lights, and antiaircraft fire made it very difficult to 
estimate the results of the raid, large fires were 
started, and it was assessed that the raid was 
successful. Night-bombing missions of this type 
continued until the latter part of 1943 at which 
time day bombing took priority. 

United States bomber forces in the Pacific 
were allocated to three air forces-the Fifth Air 

1 Force, the Thirteenth Air Force, and the 
Twentieth Air Force. The operations of these Air 

1 Forces are described briefly in the following 
~ a r a g r a ~ h s .  

The US Fifth Air Force was activated at 
Brisbane, Australia, on 3 September 1942. During 
its operations in the Southwest Pacific area, its 
most important contribution was in maintaining 
control of the air. After its P-38s went into action 
in December 1942, the American margin of air 
superiority over the Japanese widened steadily. 

The Fifth Air Force, employing B-17s and 
B-25s, participated with other Allied Air Forces in 
the Battle of the Bismarck Sea, 2-4 March 1943. 
their first daylight mission over Hollandia was 
flown on 30 March 1944, using 235 bombers, 
escorted by 74 P-38s, and dropping 355 tons of 
bombs. 

Beginning in August 1944, Fifth Air Force 
bombing operations were directed toward the 
Philippines. The recapture of Clark Field, on 28 

, January 1945, gave the Fifth Bomber Force a 
forward operating base. At the completion of the 
Philippine campaign, they bombed installations on 
Formosa and ships in the China Sea, completing 



successful day and night missions against airfields, 
industrial targets,  rail lines, and shipping 
facilities. When the war ended in August 1945, the 
Fifth Air Force was in the process of moving to 
Okinawa in preparation for the final assault on the 
Japanese homeland. 

During the period September 1942 to August 
1945, the Fifth Air Force flew 83,818 bomber 
sorties and delivered 140,991 tons of bombs. 
Aircraft losses during this period were 2,946 
aircraft of various types. Personnel casualties 
numbered 4,135 killed and missing in action. In all 
operations from 1942 through 1945, the Fifth Air 
Force destroyed 5,727 enemy aircraft in the air 
and on the ground. Also during this period of 
operation, the Fifth Air Force sank 1,731,579 tons 
of enemy shipping and damaged 1,979,360 tons. 

The Thirteenth Air Force, formed in January 
1943, included Army air units operating in the 
South Pacific area, chiefly in the Solomon Islands. 
Their bombers consisted of B-17s, B-248, and B-25s 
and used tactics similar to those employed by the 
Fifth Air Force. They flew night missions in early 
1943, transitioning into daylight operations in the 
la t ter  par t  of 1943. After participating in 
campaigns on Guadalcanal, Bougainville, and other 
islands, they moved westward, and, in 1944, along 
with Fifth Air Force, became part of the Far East 
Air Forces [FEAF]. Their bombers neutralized 
the Japanese bases of Yap and Truk in the 
Carolines and other islands in the Palau group and 
bombed airfields in Leyte, Luzon, Negros, Ceram, 
Halmahera, and Formosa. 

During the period 1 July 1943 to 30 July 1945, 
the Thirteenth Air Force bombers flew 9,626 
sorties and dropped 14,087 tons of bombs on 
enemy targets, losing 505 aircraft due to enemy 
action and other operational causes. During the 
same period of operations, they destroyed 1,206 
enemy aircraft. 

The Twentieth Air Force was established in 
Washington, D.C., on 4 April 1944, a s  an 
independent strategic bomber force of B-29s, 
operating directly under the United States Joint 
Chiefs of Staff to make strategic air strikes against 
Japan. General Arnold commanded this force in 
addition to serving as Chief of the Army Air 
Forces. Its initial subordinate command, the XX 
Bomber Command, had been activated at  Salina, 
Kansas, on 27 November 1943, and, by April 1944, 
had units strung from Kansas to Chengtu, China. 
The initial B-29 bases were in India and China from 
which operations were conducted against Japan, 
Manchuria, Rangoon, Singapore, and Formosa. 
XX Bomber Command's first combat mission over 

Japan was a night bombing of Yawata on 15 June. 
As the war progressed and after the Marianas 
were secured, 12 groups of B-29s were based on 
Tinian, Saipan, and Guam. These 12 B-29 groups 

n 
were assigned to the XXI Bomber Command over 
which Major General LeMay, former Commander 
of XX Bomber Command, had assumed command 
on 18 January 1945. 

The initial combat missions of the XXI Bomber 
Command's B-29s, which also served as a training 
and checkout operation, were against the island of 
Truk. In the first mission of 28 October 1944, 14 
B-29s bombed the Dublon submarine pens from 
25,000 feet with indifferent success. The Japanese 
reacted by firing a few rounds of flak and sending 
up one Zeke which remained out of range. XXI 
Bomber Command's first combat mission against 
the Japanese homeland was flown without escort 
on 24 November with 88 of the original 111 B-29s 
bombing from altitudes of 27,000 to 33,000 feet 
through overcast. Of the 125 Japanese intercep- 
tors encountered, the B-29 gunners claimed 7 
destroyed, 18 probables, and 9 damaged. One B-29 
was rammed by a damaged Japanese fighter and 
crashed at  sea. During the next 3 months, XXI 
Bomber Command made additional daylight 
bombing raids in Japan together with some strikes 
a t  Iwo Jima airfields, a night attack on Tokyo, and 
experimental incendiary raids on urban areas of 
Tokyo, Nagoya, and Kobe. Bombing from altitudes 
of 30,000 feet, the B-29s encountered aggressive 
and effective Japanese fighter interceptor attacks, :? 
especially in the Tokyo-Nagoya areas. XXI 
Bomber Command losses through February 
included 29 B-29's lost to enemy fighters, 1 to flak, 
9 to a combination of fighters and flak, 21 to 
operational difficulties, and 15 unknown causes. 

The major obstacle to B-29 attacks on the 
Japanese homeland was weather. In more than 
one raid, it was found that heavy cloud cover 
prohibited accurate bombing. Generally, radar 
bombing was not too satisfactory. After V-J Day, 
the US Strategic Bombing Survey analyzed the 
unsatisfactory performance of the XXI Bomber 
Command during its first 3 months of operation, 
concluding that its failure stemmed from tactical 
error and continued adherence to conventional 
doctrines of very high-level precision bombing not 
suited for B-29s. The B-29s attained best results in 
area bombing not suited for B-29s. They attained 
best results in area bombing from medium to low 
altitudes, using incendiaries. 

One B29 squadron equipped with 15 B-29s 
specifically modified for atomic bombing, was 
formed in 1944. After a period of tests and practice f? 
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dropping of dummy weap- 
ons, it was deployed to the 
Pacific and assigned to XXI 
Bomber Command. The first 
combat mission was flown 
on 6 August 1945 to bomb 
Hiroshima. Seven B-29s 
were used, one to carry the 
9,700-pound Little Boy, one 
as reserve aircraft, three for 
weather reconnaissance, 
and two for carrying ob- 
servers and recording 
equipment. The bomb was 
dropped from 31,600 feet 
and caused an unprecedent- 
ed amount of destruction. 
The second atomic bomb, 
the Fat Boy, was dropped on 

I 
Nagasaki on 9 August. The - 
Japanese surrendered 5 
days later. 

Total losses suffered by the XXI Bomber 
Command throughout its operations in 1944 and 
1945 were 74 B-29s lost to enemy fighters, 54 to 
flak, 19 to combined fighter and flak action, and 
267 to other causes. 

United States Flak Intelligence, Pacific 
Flak intelligence, a new field of military 

intelligence, was created, explored, and developed 
during the war as an aid to offensive bomber 
operations in the Pacific by the 14th AA 
Command. Flak intelligence has as its mission the 
translation of information concerning enemy 
anti-aircraft defenses into intelligence that would 
assure efficient airstrikes by making possible 
maximum bomb damage with minimum loss of 
aircraft and trained personnel. This was accom- 
plished by determining the least exposed routes to 
and from target areas, and devising proper 
evasive actions for bomber formations to reduce 
the effectiveness of enemy antiaircraft fire. 

The idea of flak intelligence in the Pacific was 
conceived by General Marquat early in 1942. He 
recognized its possibilities and importance and 
discussed it with General Walker of the Fifth 
Bomber Command. A series of conferences led to 
the inauguration of a flak-intelligence service on a 
trial basis, sponsored by the Bomber Command 
and supervised by an antiaircraft officer. 

A t  the outset, the lack of information available 
on Japanese antiaircraft materiel made i t  
necessary to employ the gun circle method, using 
performance data of United States antiaircraft 

rs in formation over AUS~TUUL?Z barrier reef. 

weapons. Circles of estimated maximum gun 
range were laid out for planned altitudes of attack. 
Least exposed routes to and from target areas 
than were determined by taking into consideration 
gun density and distances to be travelled through 
enemy fire. Subsequent capture of enemy 
weapons and documents containing performance 
data and instructions in the use of Japanese 
equipment paved the way for research that made 
possible more accurate calculations based on 
actual factors. 

After a trial period, flak intelligence became a 
permanent theater  project. An antiaircraft 
officer was assigned to Fifth Bomber Command to 
assist in establishing a flak intelligence section as 
an integral part of air intelligence. This section 
worked in close cooperation with the photographic 
interpretation and target information section. 

In disseminating flak intelligence information 
to aircrews, mosaics replaced maps. This elimi- 
nated the process of visualizing the terrain. Coded 
message SOPS were developed to transmit "hot" 
flak information. 

Collation maps pinpointing enemy antiaircraft 
defenses were published and distributed to all 
groups and squadrons, together with plans for 
evassive action designed to foil enemy fire 
prediction before and after a bomb run. 

In October 1943, special training courses were 
conducted by the Fifth Bomber Command to train 
flak intelligence officers to be used for this service 
with other combat units. 

The 14th AA Command developed and 
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Command, action taken to  

I overcome the flak defenses in- 
cluded 1,000 pounds of chaff 
dropped by a snooper plan [it 
did not appear to be effective]. 
The B-24s used the javelin for- 
mation flying a t  altitudes from 
8,000 to 20,000 feet to avoid 
flak. 

On one raid, seven B-24s 
were lost from one group when 
the sections made individual 
bomb runs. On the same raid, 
another group took its section 
in abreast and suffered no 
losses. he necessity for main- 
taining tight formation was 
forcefully illustrated. In the 
Balikpapan raids, the Japanese 
fighters concentrated on 
pl&es that suffered damage 
and so became stragglers from 

- - 

B-29 bombers and P-51 fighter escort en route to Tokyo. the formation. 
United States losses during 

perfected a flak analysis system early in 1944. The the Balikpapan raids were 28 
system made it possible to determine with planes of which 5 were due to flak, 14 credited to 
mathematical accuracy the relative effectiveness enemy aircraft, and 9 as operational losses. 
of enemy antiaircraft defenses. The establishment During the period 18 October 1943 to 30 June 
of a flak intelligence section by 62, 14th AA 1944,10.6 percent of all B-24s of the XI11 Bomber 
Command, permitted the coordination of all flak Command exposed to antiaircraft fire during 
intelligence activities in the theater and estab- daylight missions suffered damage. Of these, 0.2 
lished uniform procedures. The flak intelligence percent were destroyed, 0.9 percent severely 
section at theater level researched and developed damaged, and 9.5 percent lightly damaged. 
new procedures, collected information, and Recommendations of flak intelligence officers 
desseminated intelligence which undoubtedly included evasive maneuvers which precluded 
saved the lives of many aircrew members and continous tracking until the start of the bomb run. 
prevented the loss of much valuable equipment. Upon dropping of bombs, other various manavers  

Information came from many sources. Much of were executed to lessen the hit probability and 
it came from flak intelligence officers attached for disperse the antiaircraft fire. During the period 
that purpose to assault waves when new landings from January 1942 until August 1945, the Far 
were made. In the Air Force at  planning level, flak East Air Force suffered a total loss of 2,494 planes, 
intelligence officers made practical application of which 546 were the result of flak. 
flak intelligence to tactical plans by giving advice Flak intelligence officers were constantly on 
and assistance in plotting routes to and from duty a t  combat replacement training centers to 
targets and devising proper evasive action. orient newly arrived aircrews on the nature, 

In preparation for the Balikpapan raids, purpose, and applications of flak intelligence. 
intelligence studies indicated the known antiair- Close liaison was maintained at all times with 
craft defense to be 35 heavy and 38 medium the enemy intelligence section of GHQ to correlate 
automatic weapons. These, plus the guns added intercept information collated by that section with 
since the last time the island was photographed, photographic interpretation made by flak intelli- 
provided it with undoubtedly the best-balanced gence. It  was found that intercept information 
antiaircraft protection to be found in the frequently located enemy radar in a general area, 
southwest Pacific. whereas flak intelligence photos made it possible 

During the Balikpapan raid of 10 October 1942 to mark specific locations. ;sk 
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CAPTAIN RHO1 M. MANEY 
Editor's Note: The technical nature of the 
information in this article would seem to make it 
more valuable to our technicians than to readers in 

0 geneml. Houxver, the extent of the tnformatia is 
sufficient to capture the interest of virtually all 
readers, especially airdefensemen. 

T he wordlwide development of manportable air 
defense systems since World War I1 has added a 
new dimension to modern conventional warfare. 
These systems are lightweight and can be 
deployed easily and flexibly throughout the 
forward battle area. Moving with frontline combat 
troops, these unique systems can continuously 
provide responsive local air defense during hours 
of daylight in good weather conditions. The 
systems presently in existence throughout the 
world have many similarities in their configura- 
tions, performance, and functioning. However, 
each system has marked differences in capabili- 
ties. Presently, six manportable air defense 
missile systems are either fielded or under 
development. They are produced by the United 
States, Great Britian, Sweden, and the Soviet 
Union. 

The manportable, surface-to-air missile sys- 

tems are of two varieties, command or passive 
guidance. Within the category of passive guidance 
air defense weapons, the three present systems 
are the SA-7 Grail, produced by the Soviet Union, 
and the US Redeye and Stinger, the latter of 
which is still under development. These systems 
incorporate many commonalities in their design, 
operation, and basic functioning. Each is charac- 
terized as a manportable, shoulder-fixed, clear 
day-only operation system requiring visual tkrget 
acquisition. Each system employs contact fuzing 
with small warheads for target destruction and 
passive infrared homing guidance through propor- 
tional navigation. However, a detailed study of 
these three systems discloses notable differences 
in their capabilities and applications. A compari- 
son of their detection systems reveals differences 
in the operation of their seeker section. The seeker 
head is a sealed infrared optical tracker containing 
a folding reflective optical system that functions as 
a space stabilized gyroscope. The seeker section, 
which houses an infrared energy detector, senses 
the infrared energy emitted by aircraft engines 
and their exhaust plumes. The detector cell 
converts the infrared energy 'striking its surface 
into an audible signal that indicates to the gunner 
when the missile has acquired the target. Redeye 
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and Stinger missiles employ Freon and Argon 
gas-cooled detector cells, respectively, which 
increase missile sensitivity to  the target ,  
especially helpful a t  angles near the sun. Use of a 
cooled infrared energy detector also insures that 
these systems are less susceptible to distraction 
by reflected sunlight from clouds, aircraft 
canopys, and other sources. A noncooled detector 
system is used in the SA-7 Grail, which tends to 
make the Grail less sensitive to infrared energy 
emitted by the target. Therefore, the Grail seeker 
is susceptible to capture by contrasting terrain 
backgrounds and sunlit clouds. Furthermore, this 
uncooled seeker can be easily saturated a t  angles 
near the sun. However, because the Grail can 
achieve sufficient target acquisition from specular 
reflectivity often associated with solar reflections 
from fuselages, rotor hubs, and canopies on clear 
days, it has a limited all-aspect engagement 
capability. An improved Stinger seeker section, 
called the Stinger POST seeker, may be employed 
in the Stinger system at  a later date. The POST 
seeker will allow the Stinger missile to track 
targets in both the infrared and ultraviolet 
spectrums. This improved tracking capability is 
designed to  counter any infrared jamming 
techniques employed by an airborne target. In 
addition, improvements in the infrared detector in 
the basic Stinger give the system the ability to 
engage targets in the forward quadrasphere. 
Redeye and Grail are primarily limited to rear 
quadrant target engagements. 

Each of the three missiles employs a control 
system that uses proportional navigation to guide 
it to a predicted point of intercept. The functioning 
of the control section is dependent upon the 
continual positioning of target infrared energy on 

the face of the infrared detector cell. This process 
continues throughout each cycle of the seeker's 
conical scan pattern. The resulting pattern of 
infrared energy striking the infrared detector is 
directly proportional to the angle a t  which the 
seeker is tracking the target. Missile maneuvering 
is initiated by the positioning of a pair of variable 
incidence wings. These control surfaces are driven 
by a small servomotor assembly that operates in 
conjunction with the control section. The control 
section, sensing the difference in the missile's 
line-of-flight and the seeker's line-of-sight, trans- 
mits guidance commands to the servomotor which 
changes the attitude of the variable incidence 
wings. This, in turn, guides the missile to a 
predicted point of intercept, which is continually 
computed by the control section throughout 
missile flight. Both Redeye and Stinger incorpo- 
rate a pair of fixed wings for missile stability and a 
pair of variable incidence wings, moving in 
coincidence with each other, for system maneuver- 
ability. The wings are mounted 90° apart on the 
missile airframe, except for the Grail, which uses 
only one pair of wings mounted 180° apart on its 
control section. The wings a re  alternately 
commanded and moved between two extreme 
positions for missile maneuverability. No fixed 
wings are on the Grail control section. 

To provide electrical power to these missiles 
throughout flight, each has an on-board, squib-acti- 
vated thermal battery.  The missile bat tery 
contains a solid electrolyte, which is in a dormant 
state. The electrolyte is surrounded by a pyrotech- 
nic paper that ignites upon activation and melts 
the electrolyte to render it active for immediate 
use just prior to missile launch. 

The fuze and warhead sections of all three 
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missiles are quite similar. All three systems 

p incorporate small warheads that detonate upon - impact with, or penetration of, the target. In the 
event of a target miss, each missile incorporates a 
self-destruction mechanism in i t s  fuze that  
detonates the warhead after approximately 15 
seconds of flight. The fuze in both the Redeye and 
Stinger missiles also ignites the second stage of 
the missile rocket motor. The fuze in the Grail 
system does not fire the second stage of the 
missile rocket motor. Instead, a pyrotechnic delay 
system is used to ignite the missile sustainer 
motor. 

The rocket-motor sections of these missiles are 
quite similar in that each has a two-stage, 
three-phase propulsion system. Upon pressing the 
firing trigger, the eject phase of rocket-motor 
operation is initiated. The ejector motor propels 
the missile from the launcher and is completely 
expended before the aft end of the missile clears 
the forward end of the launcher. The missile then 
undergoes a no-power phase and coasts for a short 
distance to protect the gunner from toxic 
rocket-motor exhaust gases. At the end of the 
no-power phase, the second stage, called the 
sustainer motor, ignites and initiates the accelera- 
tion and sustaining phase of missile flight. This 
phase culminates in the missile achieving 
supersonic speed. The Stinger rocket motor, 
which has the same functional characteristics as 
its counterparts, differs somewhat in its confiiura- 
tion. Stinger3* propulsion system, unlike the 
self-contained system used by the Redeye and 
Grail, consists of an externally attached launch 
motor assembly and a flight motor. The launch 
motor provides the thrust to eject the missile 
from the launcher. Once the aft end of the missile 
and the launch motor have cleared the forward 

"Id M l ~ j  

end of the launcher, the launch motor separates 
from the missile [during the coast phase]. This 
action, in conjunction with the release of a lanyard 
and the fuzing mechanism, ignites the flight 
motor, which functions in the same capacity as the 
sustainer motor used in both the Redeye and Grail 
systems. 

The tail assemblies, used on all three missiles, 
have similar functions. Each causes a counterclock 
wise roll of the missile throughout flight, which 
adds to flight stability. 

In each system, the missile is sealed within a 
disposable launch tube constructed from a 
reinforced fiberglass material. The missile can be 
removed from the launcher only by firing. The 
launchers, except in the case of Stinger, house the 
sighting and acquisition indicators, as well as all 
the necessary operational switches to activate and 
fire the system. In the Stinger system, while the 
sighting and acquisition indicators are integral 
parts of the launcher, a separable and reusable 
gripstock assembly houses all operational controls. 
In addition, affixed to the separable gripstock is an 
identification, friend or foe [IFF], system used to 
aid the gunner in target identification. 

All prelaunch electrical power for each system 
is provided by squib-activated thermal batteries. 
The power produced by these batteries allows the 
gunner to perform all prelaunch and final launch 
operations. Although the function of these 
batteries is similar, those in both the Redeye and 
Stinger systems incorporate a charge of com- 
pressed coolant gas. The gas is channeled from the 
battery into the missile where it cools the infrared 
energy detector prior to missile launch. 

These weapons, characterized as being highly 
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system, reaction control nozzles located just 
forward of the missile aft section aid the missile in 
achieving both stability and realinement with the P? 
projected laser beam. In both systems the process 
of the missile's constant alinement with the laser 
beam is continued throughout missile flight until 
target intercept has been achieved. The basic 
principle involved in these systems is that the 
missile will ride the laser beam to whatever point 
it is projected. 

A contrast to the laser command guidance 
system is the optical tracking and radio command 
guidance system used in the British Blowpipe. In 
th is  sys tem,  guidance commands from t h e  
guidance unit are transmitted to the missile by 
means of an FM radio frequency link. Reception 
antennas in the missile receive the guidance 
commands generated and transmitted by the 

mobile, weigh between 23 and 35 pounds. This guidance unit. Guidance commands are processed 
mobility allows the systems to operate in terrain through a receiver and decoding network in the 
that is inaccessible to other air defense systems. missile and then passed to the control section in 

The remaining manportable air  defense the forward end of the missile. The control system 
surface-to-air missile sys tems fall into the  operates on a "twist and steer" principle and 
category of command-guided weapons. These provides mechanical movement to two pairs of 
include the Blowpipe and the RBS-70, produced by control surfaces mounted peripherally on the nose 
Great  Britain and Sweden, respectively. In of the missile. The control surfaces, while working 
addition, a system designated Stinger Alternate differentially, produce missile roll and lateral 
has been evaluated by the United States. movement. Maneuver commands sent to the 

Like their passive homing counterparts, each missile are generated by the movement of a small, 
of the command-guided systems is a relatively manually operated joystick located on the guid- 
Lightweight, manportable, surface-to-air missile ance unit. Aided by detection flares mounted on 
system designed for the protection of frontline the rear of the missile, the gunner visually (1 
troops from low-level air attack. Although the determines what corrections are necessary to 
command-guided systems are remarkably similar insure target intercept, since both missile and 
in their capabilities and principles of operation, target are within the field of view of the sight 
each has numerous individual distinctions that system. The gunner must actually fly the missile 
become apparent upon close examination. Employ- to the target by manipulating the guidance 
ing advanced guidance technology, these systems 
achieve missile guidance through use of a guidance 
and tracking unit that must be operated by the 
gunner throughout missile flight. A distinctive 
example of advanced command guidance is  
i l lustrated in t h e  RBS-70 and t h e  St inger  

9"' 
Alternate systems. Each of these  weapons i 

employs an optically directed laser beam-rider 
guidance sys tem.  Upon sensing any missile 
deviation from the center of the projected laser 
beam, electrical impulses are generated in an 
on-board receiver and transmitted to a rate sensor 
assembly. The assembly generates inputs to the 
missile's automatic pilot. As a result, the autopilot, 
or computer in the RBS-70 system, generates 
error guidance corrections that are processed 
through an integrated control assembly for missile 
guidance. Incorporated in the Stinger Alternate J e l 
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joystick. The fins, located on the aft end of the 
missile, serve only to maintain missile stability 

pi throughout flight. 
To provide electrical power during flight, each 

system incorporates an internal squib-activated 
thermal battery that is activated just prior to 
missile launch. The battery provides the necessary 
power for all missile electronic functions. 

The fuze and warhead section of the RBS-70 
and Blowpipe systems are similar in that they 
employ larger warheads than their passive homing 
counterparts. The RBS-70 and Blowpipe incorpo- 
rate selective fuzing mechanisms for either impact 
or proximity detonations. Although Stinger 
Alternate, if adopted by the United States, may 
incorporate a proximity fuzing capability, it is not 
known whether it will have a selective fuzing 
system. Each of these command guided systems 
may be employed against ground targets with 
some degree of effectiveness. 

The propulsion systems in these command- 
guided weapons incorporate the same basic 
functional design as their heat-seeking counter- 
parts. Each has an eject phase to propel the 
missile from the launch tube, a coast [no-power] 
phase to protect the gunner from toxic rocket- 
motor exhaust gases, and an acceleration-sustain 
phase during which the missile achieves super- 
sonic velocity. 

Command-guided systems employ a detachable 
guidance-tracking unit tha t  mates with i ts  e respective launcher in a matter of seconds. On the 
RBS-70 and Blowpipe controls, necessary to 
perform prelaunch, launch, and guidance func- 
tions, are an integral part of the guidance unit. 
Stinger Alternate has several operational controls 
on its guidance unit as well as on the launcher for 
command and control of the system. The RBS-70 
and Stinger Alternate both use stabilized sights 
that attenuate all gunner induced movement 
during an engagement. Also included in each of 
these laser guidance units is the laser beam 

projector, a transmitter assembly, a zoom optical 
subassembly, and other associated electronics 
necessary to track and designate a target. In 
contrast to these laser guidance units is the FM 
radiofrequency command guidance unit used for 
generating missile guidance in the Blowpipe 
weapon system. Contained in the Blowpipe 
guidance unit is an automatic gathering system, 
which assists the gunner in situating the missile in 
the center of the guidance unit field of view 
immediately after missile launch. In addition, an 
FM radiofreqnency transmitter assembly and a 
monocular sighting system are  housed in 
Blowpipe's guidance unit. 

All command guided systems can accommodate 
an identification, friend or foe, system. An added 
safety feature of the Blowpipe and RBS-70 IFF 
system is its ability to electronically prevent the 
engagement of friendly aircraft due to incorrect 
identification by the gunner. 

Peculiar only to the RBS-70 is its capability of 
being electronically linked to a specially designed 
search radar designated the PS-7OIR. By means of 
radio communications links and an audible tone 
transmitted to the fire unit from the radar system, 
as many as five fire units can be directed to the 
azimuth of approaching aircraft. In addition, all 
fire units can be simultaneously updated on target 
speed, flight course, and target position during 
each engagement. 

The power sources necessary for performing 
prelaunch operations and transmitting guidance 
commands to these command guided missiles 
while in flight are varied. For example, a standard 
Swedish Army battery is the power source for the 
RBS-70 guidance-tracking unit. The Blowpipe 
guidance-tracking unit is powered by a thermal 
battery arrangement located within the launcher 
canister assembly. The Stinger Alternate system 
uses a battery power pack contained in the 
guidance-tracking unit. ,* 

Captain Maney is a gmduate of St. Mary's 
University of Sun Antonio, Texas and of the ADA 
Offiers Advanced Course. He has ADA command 
and staff experience in the 82d Airborne Diwision 
and the 38th ADA Brigade. Hawing mcently served 
as commander of the Amy's only Redeye tmining 
battery, he is now assigned as a Hawk battery 
commander with the S2d AADCOM in Gennany. 
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s inee the introduction of the airplane M a 
weapon, the soldier on the ground has been 
confronted with the pmblem of determining which 
airplanes u e  friendly and which u e  the enemy. 
The early means of determining which were 
"ours" and which ones were "theirs" was usually 
magdzhg the aircraft with the human eye. 
Today, with sophisticated identification, friend or 
foe [IFF] systems av8ihble, one e h t  think that 
the v i s d  method of aircraft remgdtion is 
obsolete. But the fact is that vioual aircraft 
recognition [VACR] ia more importaut now than 
ever before. I t  serves the purpose of not only 
differentiating between friend or  foe, but  
intelligence reporting rs wen. Today's forwud 
area air defense weapons require the use of VACR 
to distinguish friend from 
foe. Even newer weapons,, 
such a s  Stinger, which 
have electronic IFF sys- 
tems, will require VACR A 
as a source o i  verification 
for the IFF system, or as the only means of Major Delber 
identification in the event the IFF system is 
inoperative in either the weapon or the aircraft. realism through the use of dynamic motion 

Perhaps the biggest p h l e m  in VACR has sequences, sound, and color. It  will be updated 
been teaching it in an effective, realistic, and annually rather than once every 5 yeus. I t  will 
interesting fashion. Air defenden returning to the generate  more interest  than the  still slide 
Air Defense Center and School [and reports from approach by combining man-machine interaction, 1 
the field] have ~tated repeatedly that hours and and will allow for individual, small group, or l u g e  k 
hours of looking at stffl slides included in the 
Ground Obscwer Aircraft Recognition [GOAR] 
Kit a r e  boring, unrealistic, and generally 
ineffective in training crews in VACR. They 
expressed concern for the numerous deficiencies 
in the GOAR Kit such au incorrect chuacteristics 
shown, wrong vuiants of .ireraft used, and the 
f.ct that the GOAR Kit is not kept upbda te .  
This, dong with the lack of a good, current 
reference on aircraft recognition mule teaching 
aircraft recognition a r e d  problem. 

Realizing the  importance of VACR and 
appreciating that the problems of teaching VACR 
in the field, rs well as a t  Fort Bliss, were 
paramount, the Extension Training Branch of the 
Directorate of T r d d q  Developments a t  the Air 
Defense School initiated a new philosophy on 
VACR training. A new development program wrs 
promulgated within the  Training Extension 
Course [TEC] program to teach VACR that will 
replace the GOAR Kit m the primuy training 
method by 1978. The GOAR Kit will become a 
secondary or back-up means. 

The new VACR p&am ie designed to correct 
most of the problems that have been wmchted 
with trahbg using the GOAR Kit. It will add 

claas trrining and study. 

The new instruction lessons are arranged in a 
format of 13 lessons. The first will be an 
introductory lesson that will teach the student the 
fundamentals of aircraft recognition and the 
WEFT theory of using Wings, Engine, Fuselage, 
and Tail components of aircraft to help identify 
them. This lesson will provide a standard 
reference of characterietics and terminology for all 
mIdiers who must study and use VACR, and it 
must be the first taken by the new etudent. The 
next 10 lessons each teach identification of five 
aircraft. This urangement gives a b t a l  of 50 
aircraft taught by the lesson package. Provisions 
are made to add lessons and aircraft rs needed 
during the annual updatee. Of these 50 aircraft, 29 
u e  "everyone sbould know" types and will match 
the 29 in the 16P and 16R Saldier'r Manudm d 
SBTs. The other 21 aircraft will be used b e d  on 
the  commanding officer's requirements and 
62/52 estimates m to the probability of wing 
that aircraft in a theater of operation. 

The last two l e m n s  will be evaluation and 
self-teet lessons. All 50 aircraft will be premnted 
in motion sequences tm that the student may be 



more detailed and care will be Wren to insure that 
the correct variant of the aircraft is used in 
respect to the one most likely to be seen by a 
ground air defense observer. For example, there is 
a pure interceptor vvi rn t  of the MIG-17 re well rs 
the standud fighter version. Since the interceptor 
version is used only in air-to-air missions, it would 
be the wrong version to uae in VACR for 
ground-baaed air defense. Another difference from 
the GOAR Kit will be that the models will show 
armament pylons on the aircraft. This added 
detail on the model will add realism, and the 
student will be shown how armament could alter 
the appeuance of the aircraft. Normally, the 
pylons will not have ordnance attached since load 

configurations could vary 

VACR greatly from sortie to 
sortie, But i t  will be 
pointed out that ordnance 
should be expected on the 
pylons, and care must be 

taken when observing WEFT characteristics on 
W. Shaw 1 1 1  a loaded aircraft verslui a clean aircraft. There will 

be some cases when ordnance will be attached to 
tested on his VACR skills in a representative the aircraft. This will be in cases when the 
environment. ordnance is standud regardless of mission. An 

Each of the 10 training lessons will begin with example would be the AIM-9 Sidewinder missile 
still presentations of the aircraft where the WEFT on the wingtips of the F-16. All of this will add 
chuacteristics will be described and visually realism to the appearance of the aircraft in 
demonstrated. As the lesson progresses, motion relation to how it would be seen in combat. 
sequences will be used to provide the student with The lessons are designed to teach visual 
ru l i s tk  image recognition practice and will aircraft recognition but not insignia, markings, or 
include paired compuisons of the aircraft with camouflage schemes. Since aircraft markings and 
similar-looking aircraft. Aircraft presented in the camouflage schemes vary so widely from nation to 
lesson will provide the student with the visual nation, even on the same type of aircraft, no 
presentation of a plane actually flying in toward attempt is made to represent a standud scheme. 
him, or moving from side to side as he identifies Therefore, the aircraft will be painted an o v e r d  
the aircraft or discerns it from others. By the time gray, with no markings or insignia. 
the student completes the training lessons, he will The TEC lessons will be in the field in 1978. 
be accomplishing visual recognition entirely from The concepts used in their production, coupled 
motion sequences. These sequences will include with an effective unit training program, will 
sound and background scenery to stimulate the enhance the air defender's ability to selectively 
mldier's interest and r e d ,  thus adding realism to identify and engage airborne targets. As TEC 
the training program. replaces GOAR as the primary means for teaching 

The motion sequences, sound, and back- VACR, the training benefits to be derived from 
grounds contained in the lessons are being the lessons will far exceed what has been possible 
designed for use with the Beseler Cue/See Audio in the past. 
Visual Equipment. This equipment uses a film 

2K 
cutridge and audio cassette to provide the visual 
effects and sound. It can be used by individuals or Major Shaw is a gmduate of the University of 
for large classes. By automatic "cuingw of the Nebmka at Omaha and holds a Master of Science 
advance on the film, individual sW1 photographs or in Education and Doctorate of Education from East 
motion sequences can be obtained. Texas State University. He is presently s m n g  as 

The aircraft displayed will be models rs in the Chief, Extension M n i n g  Bmnch, Dimctonzte of 
GOAR Kit. But the models will be different in Training Developments, US A m y  Air Defense 
several ways from those in the Kit. They will be School at Fort Bliss, Texas. 
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Some may find what they consider to be a smaU 
number of technical descmpancies in thia article 
due to differences that appear among vaying 
sources of information. However, these minor 
vaktions do not de tmt  fwm the value of the 
article as a comprehensive accumulation of 
information on the subject of Sowiet helicopters. 

"Mobility and high tempos of combat 
operations bring success in a battle of operation." 
This comment by a leading Soviet military author 
reinforces our belief that Soviet military doctrine 
places strong emphasis on swift, decisive offensive 
operations. Speed, flexibility, surprise, and 
superior firepower are Soviet bywords in planning 
and training to flight. They have closely studied 
the successes of modern armies and have ably 
adapted their techniques to the development of 
tactics to  enhance the principles of their 
doctrine. The use of the helicopter in combat 
operations in Vietnam by the United States is a 
primary example of success that has not gone 
unnoticed in the Soviet Union. Operations by 
airborne landing parties, including helicopter 
landings, have become a wide-spread phenomenon 
in the Soviet Army. 

This recent interest in the use of the helicopter 
in military operations in the U.S.S.R. is not new. 
As early as 1953, Russia was using the helicopter 
to land troops. Also, in 1959 the Soviets described 
how they used helicopters to adjust artillery fire 
a t  night. 

Despite these early experiments in integrating 
the helicopter into military operations, the Soviet 
production policy has long regarded the helicopter 
more as a logistics and support means than a 
factor in the fire fight. With the development and 
production of the Mi-24 Hind gunship in 1972, the 

Kennel 

Soviets began to realize the full potential of 
integrating the helicopter as a primary means of 
combat and to develop integrated tactics based on 
helicopter mobility and firepower. Now, helicop- 
ters are being tested to lift troops to the 
battlefield and to support them with fire. 

The Soviety component comparable to US 
Army aviation has been receiving steadily increas- 
ing attention as evidenced by force structure 
changes and equipment modernization efforts. As 
the Soviets increase their development and use of 
the helicopter, especially in the forward army 
area, it becomes increasingly important that com- 
manders a t  all levels, and air defense artillerymen 
in general, become aware of that types of 
helicopters could be used against them and how 
they might be employed. 

The table that follows is a listing of the current 
helicopters available in the Soviet Union for 
deployment in the forward army area, along with 
some of their characteristics. Although Soviet 
helicopters have been designed primarily for 
transport, most can be armed with a variety of 
weapons, thus providing some measure of 
self-defense and fire support. .Also noteworthy, 
Soviet helicopters have an extremely large cargo 
capacity not commonly found in US Army and 
Western nation helicopters. 

In 1975, the Soviet military helicopter force 
consisted of over 2,500 machines, most of which 
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could be found in the helicopter regiments that are 
subordinate to the tactical air army. [It is 
generally believed that in wartime a tactical air 
army would be assigned to each Soviet army front, 
thus giving the front commander flexibility in his - employment of helicopter forces.] Each helicopter 

I regiment includes sufficient assets to conduct a 
tactical lift of a complete motorized rifle battalion 
[MRBI, relying mostly on the medium helicopters 
such as the Mi-6 Hook, Mi-8 Hip, and Mi-24 Hind. 

In developing tactics and training for airmobile 
operations, Russia had previously concentrated on 
using a small number of specially trained airborne 
troops. Today, however, probably because of US 
successes in Vietnam, the Soviets have begun 
conducting airmobile operations using units 
equivalent to an MRB after these units underwent 
only a few hours of training in loading, landing, 
and deployment. This capability of conducting 
airmobile operations make the already formidable 
MRB a significant threat and increases the 
number and types of missions that can be assigned 
to the MRB. 

As a result of this increased flexibility, the 
front commander could assign units up to the size 
of an MRB various missions including: 

.Delay the arrival of enemy reserve forces. 

.Destroy enemy nuclear weapon sites. 
S e i z e ,  establish, and hold vital watercrossing 

Ci sites. 

H Disrupt enemy communications and destroy 
command and control points. 

O c c u p y  vital areas and key terrain. 
Of these specific missions, Soviet planners 

consider the seizure of water-crossing points and 
the destruction of enemy nuclear delivery means 
the most important. Since these same planners 
postulate a minimum sustained advance of 70 
lhiles a day, we can expect the Soviets to conduct 
airmobile operations a t  a consideralbe distance 
behind the forward edge of the battle area. Soviet 
sources also claim that the reinforced MRB, 
conducting this type of independent operation 
behind enemy lines, could operate for up to 48 
hours, even with the absence of fire support. 

Since destruction of enemy nuclear delivery 
means is a primary Soviet airmobile mission, and 
considered by them to be one of the most difficult 
to execute, let us examine this operation in detail 
to gain an understanding of how a typical Soviet 
heliborne operation would be planned and 
conducted. The Soviets believe that a tactical 
heliborne operation can be planned and launched 
in a matter of hours. 

During the early planning stages, because of 
the high mobility of enemy delivery systems, 
every effort will be made through reconnaissance 
to locate enemy nuclear delivery sites, and the 
effort will continue up to the last possible minute 
before the operation is launched. 

The assault force would be organized according 
to the size and type of target and duration of the 
operation. A typical organization for a battalion- 
size operation against a missile complex might be: 

D 2  or 3 motorized rifle companies. 
.2 combat engineer platoons. 
H 1  or 2 antitank sections. 
.1 or 2 batteries of mortars and/or.. light 

artillery. 

I M i 4  HIP 
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Elements of the force, especially the assault 
elements, would be equipped with armored 
personnel carriers for rapid deployment and 
advance. 

Once the force has been organized and the 
operation briefed, helicopters are boarded in 
dispersed departure areas under the cover of 
tactical air support, which may include helicopter 
gunships. En route to the objective, the helicopter 
force will use flythrough zones over friendly and 
enemy areas under the cover of the same tactical 
air support. This air support comes from the 
helicopter forces' parent tactical air army and 
remains with the assault force through the initial 
landing phase of the operation. Whenever 
possible, flythrough zones are areas not occupied 
by enemy troops, or areas that have been 
neutralized by conventional or nuclear fires. 

Again, under tactical air cover, the force would 
land, unload, deploy, and attack or approach in 
only 10 to 15 minutes, a t  which time its helicopter 
transportation would withdraw. The attack would 
be conducted in the standard Soviet manner, 
mounted in APCs, bypassing enemy strongpoints, 
and supported by the assigned mortars and 
artillery. The bulk of the attacking force [I-2 
companies with supporting engineers] would 

engage and defeat the enemy security forces and 
subsequently destroy the missiles, launchers, and 
ammunition. Another element would be assigned 
the destruction of the enemy's transportation 
means, radars, and communications. One attack- 
ing element of a t  least platoon strength, reinforced 
by antitank sections, would cut off enemy 
withdrawal routes and intercept any possible 
reinforcements. 

Once the above tasks are accomplished and the 
mission complete, the force would attempt to 
return to friendly lines [using organic transporta- 
tion], secure the objective, and await the arrival of 
friendly link-up forces or carry out subsequent 
missions. The extraction of a force of this size by 
helicopter is not considered as a practical option 
by Soviet planners. 

The operation just described calls for the 
temporary assignment of a considerable number of 
helicopters to the reinforced MRB. However, in 
spite of their comparatively small number of 
helicopters, the Soviets are prepared to assign 
these and smaller units airmobile missions of equal 
importance. The deployment of the Mi-24 Hind 
increases immeasurably the Soviet ability to 
conduct such operations as infiltration, armed 
reconnaissance, minefield exploration, tactical air 

NATO M A X  SPEED M A X  RANGE SERVICE CARGO PASSENGER 
CODE LENGTH HEIGHT LEVEL FLIGHT FULL LOAD CEILING CAPACITY ACCOMMO- 

DESIGNATION NAME (FI.) (FI.) --- (M*H) (Mi.) (FT) (105) DATIONS ARMAMENT - -- REMARKS 

Mi-1 HARE NA NA 106 147 9.900 5,000 --  NA OLDER A/C, 
COUNTERPART TO 

OH-58A. 

Mi-? HOPLlTE 39.1 12.3 136 105 13.755 1,543 8 CAN CARRY UP TO REPLACING MI -1  

2600  LBS OF 
CHEMICALS 

Mi -4  HOUND 55 NA 130 265  11.800 15.900 I 6  MACHINE-GUN IN  OLDER, WIDELY 

NOSE EXPORTED, UTILITY 
HELICOPTER 

M i - 6  HOOK 108.7 32.3 186 404 14,750 26.450 65  TWO MACHINE- TROOP C A R R I E ~  AND 

GUNS IN  NOSE HEAVY TRANSPORT 

Mi -8  6 0  18.5 161 264  14,760 8,820 32 UP TO 8 EX-TERNAL WIDELY-EXPORTED 

ROCKET PODS TROOP CARRIER 

Mi - I0  HARKE 107.8 32.2 124 155 9,843 33.075 2 8 N A FLYING CRANE, ALSO 
TROOP CARRIER 
VERSION 

Mi-12 HOMER 122 41 163 310 11.500 66.000 50  N A WORLD'S LARGEST 

HELICOPTER. CARRIES 
TROOPS AND CARGO 
TOGETHER 

M i - 2 4  HIND 65  14 I 9 0  112 14.500 6,380 8-12 M G  IN  NOSE, SOVIET ATTACK 

ATOM'S . ASM'S HtLlcorTsR 
AND/OR BOMBS 

K O - 2 5 .  HORMONE 32 17.6 137 405 11,500 N A v ASW TORPEDOES, ASW AND TROOP 

DEPTH CHARGES CARRYING ROLE 

Ka-26 HOODLUM 25.5 13.4 106 215 11,500 . NA 7 POSSIBLE ASW. RECONNAISSANCE. 

AIR AMBULANCE 

SOVIET HELICOPTERS - SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS 
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support, and convoy escort. The increased 
stay-time, potent array of weapons, and troop car- 
rying ability of the Hind, make it well suited for 
closing gaps in friendly lines or for quick reaction 
to enemy penetrations. 

Other missions considered by Soviet planners 
for helicopters include communications relay, 
ESMIECM, psychological operations, airborne 
command posts, medical evacuation, resupply, and 
NBC reconnaissance. 

Despite heavy armament and flexibility, the 
Soviets are aware that "the problem of helicopter 
survivability in all-arms combat remains vital, 
because it cannot be ignored in the conditions of 
rapid development of air defense weapons." 
Accordingly, the Soviet helicopter can be expected 
to avoid heavy troop and weapons concentrations 
to the maximum extent possible, unless sufficient 
tactical air and artillery suppressive fires are 

Mi-12 HOMER 

available to significantly reduce the risk. Risk 
would be further reduced by using masking 
terrain wherever possible, neutralizing the enemy 
by conventional o r  nuclear fires prior to  
overflights, and engaging targets by "popping up" 
outside the range of enemy weapon systems. 

Although the Soviets have produced a smaller 
number of helicopters than the United States [we 
had over 10,000 in 19751, this should not be 
construed as an indication that helicopters and 
heliborne operations play only a small role in 
Soviet military doctrine. The increased number of 
articles appearing in Soviet military journals over 
the past 3-4 years reinforces the increased 
emphasis being placed on airmobility in the Soviet. 
Union. Colonel M. Belov, a leading Soviet 
authority on airmobility, notes three main trends 
in the development of airmobilization in the Soviet 
Union. * 

Captain Matwiczak graduated from the US 
Military Academy in 1971. Also a gmdwte of the 
Air Defense Officer Advanced Course. He served 
with a Nike Hercules unit in G m a n y  and 
commanded a selj-pmpeUed Vulcan battery in the 
2d Armored Division at Fort Hood, Texas. He is 
c u m t l y  studying for a Master of Science Degree 
in Industrial Engineering at Pudue University. 
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A$': 
what is the AWACS and what impact vi* it have 

w .  

upon the Army? Since assuming my duties as the 
TBADOC Liaison Oflim at the 552d AWAC 
Wing, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, I have noticed that 
numerous people in the Army run the grmut from 
a oomplete void of informatian to a "wealth" of 
misinformation concerning the newest major 
addition to the Air Force operatiand inventory. 
The purpose of this article is to provide general 

' information about the AWACS and to aftempa to 
alleviate the apprehensions of same Army air 
defenders concerning the system. 

The AWACS was not designed to replace the 
Hawk Battalion AADCP in close control of fire 
mits. I t  was not built or intended to usurp any 
4rmy command authority. The Airborne Warning 
md Control System [AWACS], designated by the 
Air Force as the E-3A, is an airborne radar 
platform capable of providing all-altitude serveil- 
b e e ,  wnming, and airspaax control. 

E-3A operation with A m y  air defense systems 
will vary according to the threat encountered, 
tactical mission being conducted, and other 
systems available for use. Operating as an integral 
part of the Tactical Air Coatral Systetm [TACSI, 
AWACS can significantly increase the eWeney  
and coverage over enemy territory, reducing the 
effects of topographical masking which limits 
ground radars, a d  can provide low-altitde 
coverage well beyod  that of the ground system. 
The E 3 A  will augment Air Force ground control 
elements that are degraded oy destroyed and will 
provide assistance during periods of fn r re rd  
activity that may saturate the gmund elements. 
For conthgeney situatioas whore ground control 
elements ore limited or do not exist, AWACS may 
be required b provide all the TACS functions until 
ground elements a m  established ar for the 
duration of the contingency when it ids mal l  scale 
md of short duration. Operating a u t o ~ d y ,  
the E-3A can pe&m selective fuaetions of the 
tactid air m n t d  center [TACC] and the mntrol 
a d  reporting c e n t e r l p t  [CRCICRPI of the 
TACS. It caa also perform limited direet air 
support center [DASC] functions on an interim 
Mia until the traditional DASC is established. 
Operating as part of the TACS, AWACS will 
interlace with the elements of Both ground and air 
command operations management, air surveil- 
lance and eontrol, and air support e d i n a t l o n  and 
control. 

The AWACS is a new dimension in surveil- 
b e e  and control systems. Its most remarkable 
feature is its new technology rodrr system. The 
phase-arrayed, pulse doppler, narrow blerrm radar 

cnn Irtw. down and disthggmn low-rrying aircraft 
from g w w d  dutter. 

The E-3A provides timely d e b e t b ,  trocldng, 
and tdentifhths~ sf aimraft at extremely low 
range, in aII kids of weather, and above all W e  
of terrain. Radnr returns received by the 
surveillawe amtenma from airbarns targets are 
converted to  digital form, correlated with 
mvigational d r t r  in a data p m - w ,  tken i 
&played to the m i h n  mew at niae multipurpose 
m a o k s .  E d  ems& presents a pictorial display 
oa a map brckgrouad. Any of the current air w 
adace d t r u h s  i the vkhdty sf the E-3A can 
be &own UP required by the opantmr's 
w * ~ Y .  

Onboard eommunicatioa g a r  
transmit, a d  relay a wide variety of 
digital .nd voice, to and from ground and air 
stattons. However, the primary advantage of the 
E-3A Sjs that it ma t r akes  the coordination ef 
cmapkx, diverse, rnsl crlslultaneow air operatiens. 
It can eommand and control the totrl air effm-t: 
strike, air superiority, support, airlift, reconnab- 
wce, a d  interdiction. In I&&, the airborne 
cemmader hre, in a mbib platform, all tlre 
information that he needs to detect, w s s ,  and 
cmunter enemy threats. 

08 31 December 1976, the Air Force Test and 
Evaluation Center [AFTEC], an independent test 
ngeney, ooaapleted a 16-month E-38 operational 
evalutioa. During this period, 4 E-$As acerrmu- 
lated over 1,800 flying hours in 451 flighk to , 



satisfy the objectives of b t h  engheeritlg testing 
and AFTECdirected eperatbn.1 testing. 

To culminate that extensive test effort, the 
E-3A was evaluated in three complex, demanding 
e x e r c i ~ :  Brave Shield XV, a US R e r d k s s  
Command joint exercise; Vigibnt Overvlew 77-1, a 
large-& North Amdean Air Defease Cam- 
nuad Exercise; a d  a specially designed Tactical 
Operatans Test. 

Perhaps the most demanding of these wae the 
Tactical Operatiqns Test d u c t e d  8 and 10 
November 1976. The major test objneetives were to 
evaluate E-3A capability to detect, b k ,  and 
identify aircraft in clear and ECM environments, 
perform battle management functions, survive in a 
intense hostile environment, and counter ECM 
activity. 

The test was specifically designed to be 
representative of a major conventfonsl attack such 
.s the Warsaw Pact might stage against NATO. 
An airspace measuring 300 by 180 miles was used 
to simulate the battle area and a forward edge of 
the battle area [FEBAI was estabUhed in the 
Nellie range complex. Extensive ECM, inelding 
both p u n d  and airborne devices of the morrt 
sophisticated available, was employed against the 
E-38. Two E-3As were used in mutually 
rmpiporting r ~ k - t h e  primary E-3A c o a t r W  the 
air battle and the seamdary aircraft c o n t d e d  
friedly force refaelieg rendeovouti a d  provided 
cooperative data to the primnary ahraft. On 
November 8,127 aircraft were flown in red and 

blue operat iad procedures. On 1Yovember 10, the 
E-3A was evaluated in its treetiezl d e  in a 
75-minute ah battle involving 274 red [Agwee~~l 
and 138 blue [friendly] aireraft. The test 
incorporated the heaviest and mtwt varied ECM 
yet employed y.in& tbt E-3A. 

AFTEC determined that the E3A has the 
capability to successfully perform its tcLctlta 
operations role in an intense ECM/threat 
environment OBd can provide a new and powerful 
dimensln to command and control systems. 
Dedicated E-3A attackera cgntdld by a red farce 
control facility were unsuccessful in their attempts 
to h a t e  d intercept the H A .  The E-3A 
~wccesefully controlled fighter rfrenft, in its own 
defense while directing both offensive and 
defensive air operations. Finally, the E-3A 
successfully demonetrated that it c o d  give the 
air component commander on the groPnd the k i d  
of hformcrt2on k needs to make the right 
d m i h s .  

In all three exemieee, a telc-a camera was 
installed in front of one mal t ipurpe  display 
ammle to enable relayins the overall [air] pieture 
portrayed on the diqlay to the eorrmzander on the 
gmund in real time. TBis feature was so duccemful 
that it will be incorporated into future ahcdt. .  

The system is installed in a currently 
produced, high-performance jet aircraft-the 
Baing 707-320. Modifiati~ns of the standard 
ahraft configaratbn are minimal, consisting of 
only those changes required for effective 
i n U & a  a d  integration of the rubsysterns; i.e., 
These stru.etur.1 changes: 

.Most fuselage windows have been deleted 
for r a d i r k  s W i n g  pqmwa 

.A W u t  escape chute hus been added 
tlirough the f lm. 

.The cabin h r  has bten &re@ened. 

.The fuselage hrus been strengthened to 
support the dud  struts and antenma rotodorne. 

.Modified (2-141 Starlifter engines are used. 

.An w h t  refueling receptcele rasl single 
point ground refueling system have been added. 

.Extra air conditioners and communicataons 
antennas have been added. 

In appearance, the dominant feature dietin- 
guishhg the E-3A is the rotating dome, 30 feet in 
diameter and 6 feet  thick, elevated above the aft 
fuselage. 

The radar antenna, h a w d  on one side of the 
domc center pieee, is a phased array type from 
which the ndrr beam be electronidly steered in 
d e v a h  to p m d e  height information. As the 
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entire dame rotates, range and azimuth inferme 
t b n  is provided. 

For srtrveflaaee operations, the entire dwae 
asrrembly is h y d r d d y  driven at 6 rpm, For 
other mditbm, s d  as cruise to station sr fbsry 
flights, the dome is rotated at l h r p  to maintain 
bearing lubri&n. 

The surveillmee radar, with its various m d e s  
gf operatian, iis the key mnser in the E-SA system. 
Oa any S O 0  man, the srvv-ce volume ean be 
divided hto seekom and submctors, each with its 
own sad of radar d e s  and operating conditions. 
The p r o w s  of using this flexibility in the radar is 
eaIla;d SENSOR MANAGEMENT. The radar 
d e s  are: 

WPdse Doppler Nonelevation Sam [PDNES]. 
The PDNES male provides surveillpnce of air- 
croft down to t b  m&we by uaing pulse doppler 
d u ,  with nvrow doppler filters and a sharply 
defined mWna beam. Target elevation is B wstm 
measured in this mode. g&+5Ez2 % ~f i -  -% 

.Pulse Doppler Elevation Scan [PDES]. 
Radar crperathn in the PDES mode is similar to 
PDNES, bat target e l e v h  L derived by an 
elgetronic vertiea scan of the berm. 

.Beyond-the-horizon [BTH]. The BTH mode 
[pulse r d n r  without doppler] is used for extended 
range survemPnce where g r o d  clutter is in the 
horizon &dew. This mode gives the E-3A the 
cap1Wty of looking deep into h d e  territory-a 

feature as other a i r h e  radar cm dah. 
.Passive. The rsdar transmitter can be shut 

down in selected subsectsrs while the receivers I 
mathue to pmcess ECM data. A w e ,  occvnk 
s h b e  passing through the azimuth of the jammer 
is generated on the display eon&. There w e  
situations in whkh this mode pmvides greater 
informatian to the operatars than ern be provided 
by m y  exiding radar, 
I Marithe. This mode is mmmtly u d e  ' 

test and develpment. When it is ava&d.de, 
to deer- the size of the 

for the E-38 ta 
or m c b r d  surface 

ship. The &time mode uses periodic single 
s a n s  mixed with other modes to penait nearly 
& n u b e e a s  air and m a - s u h  s ~ e ~ c d .  

Interleaved. and BTH can be used 
hul tmeuus ly  ar ; either sr b t h  can be 
active a r  passive, as desired. PDNES must be 
used alone or with the maritime mede. 

.Standby. The rrdar is held in a warmed 
operational eonditbn ready for bmedirte we. 
The receivers are inrethe d no power is on the 
transmitters. 

Resistivity to  jamming is an extremely 
important characteristie in the radar system. The 
E-3A has demonstrated thnt jamming tactics 
have s i g d b n t l y  less effect on its total system 
capability than on any system yet devised, 

I Surmlhnce Radar ~~itenna%. -* ' 

r - Radar Transmitter 

-TADIL C & IFF 

. Radar Ma~ntenam S t a m  

Speccal RrP0s.e A 

' Data Processor F w W  OW 

E l l o u t  Chute 
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The primary rersbn fer the 
E-3A's s u p e r  performance is 
that the antenna is uniquely 
directional with extremely lew 
side lobes. The techniques used 
to achieve low side lobes, the 
specific data pioe~~~* soft- 
ware, and precise quantifkatb 
of E-3A perfontmace are c h d -  

The E-3A has repeatedly 
damnetrated its capability to 
use jamming strobe azimmth 
data to leaate gmund-b.ses and 

gmming esarces. 
ed on the o p p d t e  d e  
todome centerpiece 

from the radar antenna is the 
Y F  SIF antenna o m y .  

' h a t e d  on the opposite side of the rotedome symbols a d  tabular notes that & M y  inform+- 
:: centerpiece from the radar antenna fe the IFF/SIF tion such as target type!, c1pd, direetien of flight, 

antenna array. bearing, mission [if friendly], and altitude. 
The identification function is capable of Supporting tabnlrv data are pmmnted in the 

ting the following mdes:  lower 20 percent of the display mesa. Fmrn these 
ode 1 [selective]. data, and from W g r o u n d  @cCMU information 

M d e  2 [airfraxne speeifie]. m h  as maps, landmarks, and unsafe areas, the 
Mode 3 [seleetivel. SDG opentor can determine the appropriate 
Mode 4 [encrypted interrogation]. command in reqmnse to a developing sitwtfen. 

e C [altitude redout]. The following SDC dedgn features describe 
from any co~~bination of modes are the range of cantrol a d  dbphy e p t h s  available 
to all situation display eonsoles upon to the SDC operator: 

I request from the computer system. . Simultmeously display the position of many 
The data display and cantrol system provides targets superhpwied on a geographieol back- 

the man-machine interface between the operators ground. t 

and the computer. TWO types of data display OllCl .Recall and display flight-prafik informatlon 
control equipment, situation disphy txnsolcir stored in the E-3A computer. 
[SDCk] aad wxiliary display units [ADUs], are .Edit displayed information to enhance 
used directly by the mission crew to perform the surveillance and control tasks. 
E3A mission. The SDCs provide the mission crew Addithaally, the operator can commuriiea~ 
with all display and control features r e q u i d  to s u r v e h e  and control infermation to &r E-3A 
carry out their surveillance, weapons direction, operators and to ground or W n e  units. 
and battle staff functions. The ADUnr support the While the eyes of the AWACS are the radar 
eommunieations, mainternnee, a d  data process- and IFF system, the b& of AWACS is the data 
ing functions of the mission new. The E-3A has proeehg functional p*. The data processing 
nine SDCs and two ADUs on beard. computer programs ex- mainteanance pro- 

The mission crew, to accomplish its assigned grams and utility mmputer programs in the per- 
surveillanee and control tasks, can configure the fanmum of major system computational functions. 
SDCs [in flight] to serve as battle staff eoosah,  A key component of the DPFG is the IBM 4 Pi 
surveillance consoles, or weapons direction CC-1 cemputar, which is a luge-scale, high-speed 
consoles- The SDC presents the appropriate data proeeseing system capable of supporting 
pictorial repremntations ts support the function real-time interfaces, =-machine interfaces, and 
assigned the SDC by the operator. The pietorial mmiaukinatic reeonfiguration. 
representations of the si tuat iod data range from Another key element is the interface adapter 
individual symbols transmitting only sensor-type unit [IAU]. The IAU is the integ~ating element I - and target position information to a -bination of interconnecting functional data among E-3A 
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avbnics subsystems-speeificdy DPFG, radar, 
communications, n a v i g a t W ~ m w ,  display, 
azimuth, and Mentifhtion. The IAU also provides 
the central syastem timing. 

Significant capability features of the DPFG 
include: 
Precessing speed 740,000 oprrttbns/socotad 
Input/out data rate 710,000 wds/second Iazaail 
Main memory size 114,688 words 

[expandable to 180,2241 

Mass memory size 802,816 words 
[expandable to 1,204,2241 

The E-3A airborne operational computer 
program [AOCPI consists of programs asweiated 
with the data processing functional p u p  md 
interfaces with separate computers asmcirted 
with the radar data correlator and the navigation1 
guidance subsystem. The AOCP uses da ta  
received from aJl onboard avionics subsystems. 
Processing of this information enables E-3A to 
detect, track, 4 identify aircraft; eommtmhte 
with and relay messages to and from external 
sources; recurd, analyze, and display data; and 
pe r f~ rm onboard training. 

The E 3 A  hae fully developed eonventiad 
wl~~munieations eapibilities Muding: 

CAPABILITY FRWUENCY RANGE 

Air-*Air V& FM HF VHF UHF 

Air-*Air Data Link [A1 HF UHF 
[TADIL-A, TADIL-C] [AMY 

TADIL-C is u d  to control rireroft by digital 
drta link. TADIL-C has a d i r e d i e d  antenna for 
ao~rttol of specific aircraft [located m x t  te the IFF 
antenna in the rotodtmael a d  aa oannidirwtiond 
antenna elsewhere otl the fuselage. 

TADIL-A is used to exehrnge e~rveiUIlPee and 
otber ta&cal informatiam with other E-3As .ad 
gmund eontrol elements. 

The current vedcm of the E-3A is TACSI 
TADS cmnpatibb. When the M A  fanetiens as a 
CRCICRP, data link interface with A m y  air 
defense units will be throqh an Air Force b d e r  
&d the plocerrsing center [MPCI. 
TADIL-A k from the  E-3A will be 
caaverted to TADIL-B a t  the MPC. The p u p  
level ANrrS&-73 will i a t e r f m  with the MPC a d  
distribute TADIL-B da ta  through battalion 
ANITSQ-73 systems to firhy batteries. 

In tke future a versatile, high-speed digital 
t r d h  network d e d  t.he,diviaion multiple 
.cce9a [TDMA] will provide the m,mnrun iu~ns  
fsr E-3A. The joint tact id informution distriba- 
tden system [JTIDSI L expeeted t a  replam current 
~ m u n ~  a d  data b k a  in the 1980 t h e  
frame. If the A m y  p JTllM f a r  the 
AN/TSW-73, a direct exchange of real-time data 
anmag E-3A, Hawk, a d  P d t  w i t s  wiU be 
possibb* 

The first p s g d d n  E-3A .Irenft was tamed 
over to the T l c W  Air Commmd's 552 AWAC 
Wing ha cwemmies a t  Tinker AFB, OWahama, 24 
March 1977. TAC, the  Air Foreeb  single 
0pr0tign.l manager fo r  the new system, rscaived 
the E 3 A  from Ah. Foree S y W s  C o d ,  

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

UHF 

which its devehpmeit a d  producten. 
A l h +  all E3As will be adgd to t8c 5526 

Ahboame Wvning and C o n t d  Wing a t  Tinker, 
m m  will lag depbycd by the Wing ta separate 
sperating loeatbas in the Udtsd States and 
OVerSeaB, * 

I k r e  TADIL-A Mode HF UHF 

Uitdvemity of F l o d a  crad of the Csmnulnd wid 
G& Staff College He h a  crmed with Hawk 
anits ito K m  and Vietnanz, and corn- the 
2d Battahh, 62d Air Defense ArtiUery. His 
c m d  and cOntm4 m e  .i?aclu&eo assign- 
mmts cur 32d RDCOM OpeTaths O&er c#sd C 

alwztiol% IEimctomte at 
. He is c ~ c m t l y   as^^ MI 

the TRADOC A WAC Systems Of* at l k b r  
Air Fome Base, O W a  
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VIEW from the FIELD 
INNOVATIONS IN FAAR EMPLOYMENT 

FIRST LIEUTENANT MANUEL E. GONZALEZ 
HELICOPTER THREAT 

The 1st Bn, 68th ADA [CIVI, one of the provide the precise information needed due to the 
hardcharging units of the 1st Cavalry Division, relatively large area covered by each grid square 
recently provided forward area alerting radar and the inability of the TADDS to display exact 
[FAAR] support for the attack helicopter locations of helicopters within the square. This is 
instrumentation tes t  [AHIT] conducted by critical when one considers that most of the 

r, TRADOC Combined Arms Testing Activity avenues of approach could easily fit into one or two 
[TCATA]. The test was conducted to determine of these squares. The problem is compounded by 
the effectiveness of the scout helicopter in the difficulty a crew has in orienting the TADDS 
designating targets to both attack helicopters and while maneuvering with a combined arms force. 
ground maneuver units in the defense. The Blue Orientation becomes extremely difficult due to the 
Force [on the defense] consisted of a small element heavy concentration of metal in the vehicles. 
using a combination of wire-guided missiles and Noting these problems, the members of the FAAR 
tanks. The Red Force [on the offense] consisted of platoon developed a system by which one.. could 
a large force incorporating a mix of wire-guided transfer the exact location of the helicopter from 
missiles, tanks, and air defense weapons. The his plan position indicator [PPI] to the firing units. 
FAAR platoon, which I commanded, was assigned This enabled the air defense crews to scan the area 
to the Red Force with the mission of providing where the aircraft was reported to be located. 
alert warning to the air defense assets supporting First attempts to devise the system were through 
the offensive operation. Since the Blue Force was the reporting of range, direction, and heading of 
constantly on the move, and i ts  support the helicopter from a given position. This proved 
helicopters were flying their missions using to be ineffective because the firing units were not 
nap-of-the-earth [NOE] techniques, problems were able to correlate the information from their 
experienced in passing relevant early warning to constantly changing directions when on the 
the Red Team air defense units. For the opposing offense. Personnel involved were able to design 
force's air defense units to effectively engage and develop the LOLAMY early warning [EW] 
helicopters that were using NOE tactics, precise system. The name came from the 1st Bn, 68th 
data on the location of all aircraft in the area were ADA, motto "LOLAMY" which is an Indian word 
needed by the crews. meaning "can do." Success was achieved by using 

The 5-km by 5-km grid unit used by the the same map sheet the maneuver units carry * target alert data display set [TADDS] could not [1/50,0001 to extract from it the most prominent 
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terrain features. The axis of advance was divided 
into numbered sectors separated by prominent 
terrain features. In the test, streams and roads 
were used for this purpose. Other terrain features 
such as ridges, hills, and depressions were 
assigned a letter designator. The axis of advance, 
with numbered sectors and lettered terrain 
features, was then transferred to an acetate over- 
lay frqm a 11250,000 map. The acetate overlay, 
made with an ink pen for precise lines, was then 
compatible with the 11250,000 scale gride on the 
PPI. With the location of the FAAR in the center 
of the scope, the overlay was then oriented and 
precise information was passed as to the location 
[checkpoint] of as many helicopters as were 
detected. The LOLAMY system so greatly 
improved the capability of the FAAR that the air 
defense crews detected most of the helicopters. 
When they used the TADDS alone, they could not 
do this. The advantages of the LOLAMY system 
are numerous: 

.It frees the maneuver elements of the ADA 
force from having to know the locations of the 
FAAR. 

.It gives the  ADA units the added 
advantages of not having to orient any equipment. 

.It gives other combat units accurate EW, 
thus enabling them to use their organic weapons 
against the helicopter threat. 

.It gives exact locations of aircraft by readily 
identifiable terrain features. 

.It identifies for the radar operator the high 
threat areas to which he should direct his 
attention. 

There is a great advantage to combining the 
ADA units and other combat units into an 
effective EW network. Using the LOLAMY 
system, i t  can be done effectively in any offensive 
as well as defensive operation. The entire system 
is quickly se t  up and effectively used a s  
demonstrated by the FAAR crew in the test. 
Low-altitude EW is essential for a Chaparral1 
Vulcan unit to perform its mission, and the FAAR 

radar is the only radar organic to the division that 
can satisfy the requirement. After all, the most 
effective low-altitude weapons we have cannot 
function unless the aircraft is seen, and the FAAR 
can provide the "eyes." 

The FAAR platoon also improvised a mock-up 
radar made by attaching a false radar dish made 
from chicken wire and steel tubes to a long mast 
made from the poles provided by the camouflage 
netting. This assembly was attached to our two 
maintenance goats and placed on hills next to our 
actual positions. The false sets were improperly 
camouflaged and acted as excellent bait to lure 
helicopters away from our positions. 

HIGH - PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT THREAT 

The foregoing discussion dealt with the use of 
the FAAR in a microsense, the range of the FAAR 
being 20 km. Joint Readiness Exercise G & n t  
Crew 77 revealed that there was a real need to 
develop a system to tie in the early warning net 
providing high-performance threat information to 
the ChaparrallVulcan battalion with the FAAR 
low-altitude alert warning net. A simple way was 
needed to determine whether the aircraft was 
hostile and the direction from which the aircraft 
would enter the scope. This requirement was met 
by monitoring the battalion EW net from the Air 
Force control and reporting center [CRC]. All 
information supplied was ignored except the two 
letter designators given in the location informa- 
tion. This permitted determining the map sheet on 
which the aircraft was located. By drawing a 
sketch of all the map sheets surrounding the one in 
which the crew was operating, i t  was possible to 
determine the general direction from which the 
aircraft would appear on the scope. This is shown 
in the illustration below. 
OJ P J  QJ 
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Lieutenant Gonzalez attended the University of 
Miami and Miami Dade Junior CoUege for 2 years 
before entering the United States Military 
Academy fmm which he gmduated in 1975. His 
first assignment was to the 1st Bn, 60th Air 
Defense Artidey, whew he has served 1 year in C 
Battery and 1 year as the FAAR platoon leader in 
Headquarters and Headquarters Bat tery. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The multifunction phased array radar is one of 

the key features of the Patriot air defense missile 
system.  his feature is one of the principal 
technological breakthroughs that enables Patriot's 
high firepower and electronic counter-counter- 
measure capability with few major hardware 
items in comparison to the Nike Hercules and 
Improved Hawk systems. The fundamentally 
different operation of multifunction phased array 
radars from earlier radars results in the necessity 
for different employment concepts. Therefore, it is 
important for air defense artillery commanders 
and planners to acquire a basic understanding of 
how multifunction radars work. This article 
provides an introduction to multifunction phased 
array radars. 

EARLIER RADARS 
All radars require a transmitter, an antenna, 

and a receiver. The transmitter generates a 
relatively high-power waveform that is focused 
and projected into space by the antenna, much in 
the manner of an ordinary flashlight, where the 
transmitter is the light bulb and the reflector is 
the antenna. Figure 1 illustrates this basic 
relationship. Generated energy is piped to a 
feedhorn, which illuminates a reflector antenna, 
which in turn transmits a focused beam into space. 
Any given feedhorn-reflector combination pro- 

duces only one type of beam. Conventional radars 
were designed to produce either a fdlyfocused 
tracking beam [commonly termed "pencil" beaml 
or a semifocused search beam ["fan" beam] [Fig 21. 
The former produces a beam narrowly focused in 
two dimensions so as to give accurate directional 
information. The latter generates a beam that is 
narrowly focused in azimuth but only partially 
focused in elevation so as to simultaneously cover 
the entire range of altitudes to be searched. To 
track a target [pencil beaml or to search a volume 
of space [fan beam], the antenna and feed 
combination must be moved mechanically to move 
the beam in space. 

PHASED ARRAY RADARS 
Phased array radars also have a transmitter, 

an antenna, and a receiver. The transmitter and 

the antenna perform the same functions as in the 
earlier radars, namely the generation of a 
relatively high power waveform and the focusing 
and transmission into space. However, the  
antenna, instead of being a passive reflector, 
consists of a number of elements called phase 
shifters. Each of these phase shifters can be 
individually controlled to delay its portion of the 
beam by different lengths of time. Figure 3 shows 
a focused beam that is produced by a phased array 
when each element has a fixed amount of delay 
more than the adjacent element. The delays and 
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wavefronts of all 
elements are de- 
picted in Figure 3, 
but  only those 
from each ele- 
ment combine to 
produce a beam 
that is a t  an angle 
from the  array 
axis of symmetry, 
in this particular 
case. I t  is not 
n e c e s s a r y  t o  
move the antenna 
and feedhorn to 
move the beam in 
space as in earlier 
radars. By con- 
trolling the rela- 
tive delay times 
in each phase 
shifter, the beam 
can be directed by 
any desired angle 
up to 90°. Fur- 
t h e r m o r e ,  t h e  
changing of beam 
directions can be 
accomplished in 
millionths of a 
second. There is 
yet another capa- 
bility. By appro- 
priate patterns of 
delay times over 
the array antenna 
the same antenna 
can produce pen- 
cil beams, fan 
beams, defocused 
beams, multiple 
lobe beams, or  
almost any de- 
s i r ed  rad ia t ion  
pattern [Fig 41. 



Lieutenant Colonel Naegele is Re- 
quirements Research Manager for 
Raytheon Company's Patriot Pro- 
gram Offie,  Plans and Require- 
ments. He graduated from Case 
Institute of Technology with a B.S. in 
Physics and from the University of 
Arizona with and M.S. in Electrical 
Engineering. He is a Vice President 
and L3irector of Yankee Chapter, 
American Defense Preparedness As- 
sociation; and a senior Member of the 
IEEE, in which he is past chairman 
and member of the Air Defense 
Systems Panel, Aerospace and Elec- 
tronic Systems Society. 

PATRIOT MULTIFUNCTION PHASED ARRAY 
RADAR 

The Patriot multifunction phased array radar 
[Fig 51 performs all of the functions that are 
required of the collective radars in the Nike 
Hercules and Improved Hawk systems. The main 
array, shown in Figure 5, performs the 
surveillance and tracking function. The guidance 
array is used in guidance of the missile and the 
ECM arrays are used in various ways to counter 
electronic countermeasures. Because the beam is 
electronically scanned, the functions of search, 
detection, track, identification, guidance, and 
counter-countermeasures can all be performed 
concurrently with the required data rates. Beams 
can be tailbred for long range, short range, horizon 
and clutter, guidance, and counter-countermeas- 
ures in power, waveform, and physical dimen- 
sions. Data rates for each function can be selected 
independently, since the phased array radar is not 
tied to a fixed rotation rate. For example, 
long-range search coverage may be accomplished 
over a longer time frame than the horizon search 
for low-altitude popup penetrators [Fig 61. 
Midcourse guidance does not require a data rate as 
high as terminal guidance. Furthermore, none of 
the functions requires a rigid schedule adherence. 
This permits a r i d o m  sequence of radar actions 
in any given time interval, resulting in a very 
difficult posture to would-be antagonists. The 
bottom line here is that the use of a multifunction 
phased array radar with Patriot results in fewer 
system-peculiar major items, substantial reduc- 
tion in parts and logistic support, savings in 
manpower and money and, most important, high 
fiepower with multiple simultaneous engage- 
ments a t  all altitudes in a severe electronic 
countermeasures environment. 

Figure 6 
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WHATDO YOUDO NOW, 

LIEUTENANT? 
Prepared by Tactics Department, USAADS 

SITUATION 
YOU are the platom leader of %he 1st Plaaoon, 

Battery A, 4th BatWion [Hawk], 7th Air Defense 
Artillery. The battalisn is in direct support of a 
rneehaniaed infantry division that 10 defending in 
sector. The battery commander has Besn informed 
tbat hie unit will move to a new paition as part of 
a division night withdrawal where it can provide a 
battery defense et  its area of responsibBty. 

c Yo- platoaa will be r e 1 4  horn its present 
air defense mi& for movement at 1445. The plr- 
taon should eroggl the start point [SPI a t  153Q and 
the release point [RPI a t  1605. The platson ~ ~ Q P M  
be aperational as aaon as If? and be prepared 
to assume '%attk StatCns" st 1800. 

The battery c o d e r  will lead the recon- 
dsssnce party, which will depart from the main 
battery area a t  1300, As platmn lerder of the 
deptoyable platoon, what actsons should you be 
trking in preparation for the move d oeeupathn 
of the new podtien? 
SOLUTION 

After receiving the  bat tery commander's 
Wrpctioes, yeu s h d  h e d i a t e l y  initiate a 
warning d e r  to your platoon by the m b ~ t  
expeditious means. The wnrning order should 
Mude as a minimum the new mission and the 
time and p k  of h u e  of furthez instrucths.  You 
h u l d  then begin fowulottng the reqnired actions 
to be aceompHshed prior te, during, and after the 
move* Your thought processes l o &  inelude an 
onrlysie of the enemy eituatb. &me items to be 
considered are: 

What is the psibiliky 0f enemy activity 
interfering with year movement? 

N i t  your phtecklr be subject te ah attack or 
othev farms of ambmah? 

Have emenly idr asault teams been aetive? 
Are there any @ts d o n g  the primary or 

d t e d e  routes Uut w d d  he likely areas for 
ambushes? 

Are there choke pbts  where ysur vehkles 
may bunch up and present a -re lucrative torget 
f a r  enemy attacks? 

After eoasiderhg the enemy aitu1~tio~1, you 
sholuM review d update the Meadfy situation: 

Are there friadly units htd dong the rloute 
of much? If so, who are they md where are they? 
How can you contact them, or have you 
e o o ~ t e d  with them? Remember, you could 
need assistance, such as a r t i k ry  or engineer 
support, along the way. 

What units are in the vicinity of the new 
k a t b n ?  

OK, you've considend both the enemy and 
friendly situation; w w  what? You have your 
misden; how warill you accomplish it? Ds you have 
personnel o r  equipment shortages tha t  will 
hamper your platoon's capability to get the jab 
dene? WiIl you need Miditiad support to correct 
Beople lrkortager or equipment outages? Will you 
need any special suppod to assist in overcoming 
h b l e l s  irapese?d by the weather, terrain, or the 
enemy? h n ' t  forget to emeider mch b k  needs 
as ratitma, fuel, and rmnaunitian; md, very 
impartantly, conununieatj,s requfrements. 
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e BA'fTZE STATIONS no later 

At this point, you 

h e - t R B M  & d e  for developing an effe;d;hte phn  
for dseioa ~oeornp2ishment. T h  five pasagraph 
operatbaw d e r  is m d y  presented orally at 
bathlion lev4 and bdsw. Whether o d ,  writtetr, 
overlay, w my ieaminatrsn thereof, t b  bask 
format re?msins the game- 

1. Situ&hn. 
2, Mi&n. 
3. Execution. 
4. S d c e  Support. 

The proms& ef moviq a platoon to a new 
location requires that all personnel involved be 
trshred crad baiefmi p h r  ta movement. Along with 
the eperatione order mcpenm above, the Patfery 
SOP i s  y o u  @de a d  she& bdde  sucrh items 

.Who CUmprEm the RSOP &. 
What items of egufpment are mission 

phm hr  each vehicle as an 

. N o d  erder 02 march and a typical 
baetery/platoe~ p i t i a n  diagram. 

N h ' e d u r e s  upon enterhag a new position, 
Because of day-to-day mission [manning] 

requirements, training yaw traops may be 
di@hIt. Use every opprtunity to practice march 
order awl empkcemstnt techniques and prow* 
dares. Rsq& your s w e m  to ho4~ up &n item of 

an interval of 100 meters. Catch-up speed is 85 equipment to its prime maver and have your 
mph. In case of ambush or ah attack, follow drivers m d  assistant drivers drive aronmd the 
battery SOP. Preload all nonmission equipment on tactical site so they can get the f 
vehicles and pdtZen them near the& towed W s .  
Do not line up the m v o y  prior to start timezl qaipment ints paitk,n. D o n t k g e t  to empharJize 
Cbeck the hookups of all towed vehicles to insure maintenmm-aat ody orr y ~ u r  Improved Hawk 
they are secure. eqdpment, but also am vehicles, trailers, and 

We will carry a 3 A y  supply of "(2" rkluons 
rr" but I will try to get hot &ow ASAP after the eIf.ectiveness of ymr p l a h n  depede 

system is opemtlaaal at the new locPtivrn. Insure 
all vehieleer are topped off with fuel before the you trafn your troop$. 
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Patriot climaxed its most recent test series a t  
White Sands Missile Range last June. Patriot 
intercepted a jet fighter while the system's 
single-phased array radar simultaneously sup- 
plied acquisition and tracking data  for an 
Improved Hawk missile battery that successfully 
intercepted a second target. The tes t  was 
conducted in a severe electronic countermeasures 
environment. The test also demonstrated the 
compatibility of Improved Hawk, the Army's 
current medium-altitude defense capability, and 
Patriot, its eventual successor. 

The Patriot system acquired the first target a t  
long range and high altitude, then fired and 
controlled an unarmed missile that passed the 
pilotless jet within the lethal radius of the missile 
warhead. Simultaneously searching, the Patriot 
radar fingered the tiny Firebee drone, streaking in 
a t  low altitude on the Improved Hawk battery, 
which scored a direct hit. 

Patriot began a long string of test successes 

starting in 1973, with 9 successful shots out of 10 in 
a controlled test vehicle missile firing phase that 
proved the design of the missile airframe, control 
system, autopilot, and propulsion system. In 1975 
the system was required to prove its unique 
guidance concept in a series of flights against live 
targets. Only the first 6 shots of a planned 
16-missile firing series were required to meet the 
test objectives. 

The most recent series of tests began in 
December 1976 and proved the system's capability 
to perform its mission successfully despite use of a 
wide variety of countermeasures attempting to 
degrade system effectiveness. There were 8 
successful flight tests and 24 searchltrack tests 
that validated Patriot's capability to counter the 
airborne threat of the 1980s and beyond. Test 
operations a t  White Sands have been suspended 
pending arrival of Fire Platoon 2, the second set of 
tactical ground equipment. 

IMPROVED CHAPARRAL MISSILE 
Lieutenant General Eugene D'Ambrosia re- guidance section that gives the missile a 360° 

cently accepted the first improved Chaparral intercept capability. Older missiles had no .target 
missile a t  Red River Army Depot, Texarkana, head-on capability. The new missile also has a new 
Texas. General D'Ambrosia is the Deputy fuze. 
Commander for Materiel Readiness a t  the Army The Chaparral missile is of the infrared 
Materiel Development and Readiness Command. heat-seeking variety. Mounted on a tracked 
In accepting the improved missile, he said, "This vehicle, it complements other air defense artillery 
improved missile will keep Chaparral abreast of weapons in providing protection for high-priority 
the air threat for many years to come." assets of the ground force commander against air 

The improved Chaparral missile features a new attack. 

A LOGIC PROBE 
IHawk maintenance technicians will be receiv- isolation by providing a signal loop and indicating 

ing a logic probe to assist in troubleshooting the a specific checkpoint for the LP. These procedures 
ICCIIPCP. The logic probe will be made available are not designed to replace the use of other test 
under MWO 9-1425-525-50-15, which will be equipment, but will allow fast reaction to a failure 
reflected in changes to TMs 9-1430-527-12-3 and indication and will aid the experienced technician 
9-1430-535-12-3. These TM changes are now under in the training of newly arrived, school-trained 
review by the US Army Air Defense School. personnel. This ICCIIPCP LP technique can be 
Chances are good that the probe will be in troop easily adapted to the new Branch and Flow 
use by April 1978. The TM changes, along with the procedures now in development. 
logic probe [LPI, will enhance ICCIIPCP fault 
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HOW-TO-FIGHT MANUALS 
1 The CG TRADOC has established a program to 

develop and publish 42 How-To-Fight [HTF] field 
manuals, which are to carry the latest in doctrine, 
tactics, and combat techniques to the Army's 
combat forces. The US Army Air Defense School 
was charged with preparing four of these HTF 
manuals; a capstone manual [FM 44-11, carrying 
broad ADA doctrine, principles, and tactics; and 
three system-specific manuals-one addressing 
Chaparral and Vulcan [FM 44-31, one for Redeye 

REVISION 
CTA 23-103, Dummy and Inert Ammunition, 

Special Weapons and Supporting Missile Training 
Equipment, is  under revision. Revision will 
include dummy and inert missiles and missile 
components for Hercules, Hawk, and Chaparral 
ADA units. Authorization for the Monitoring Set 
ANITSQ-T3 is included for Chaparral units. 
Redeye authorizations are as follows: 
Field Handling Trainer M46: 

3 per ADA Btry, Chaparral, TOE 44-328 
2 per ADA Btry, IH, TOE 44-247 

[FM 44-23], and one for Hawk [FM 44-90]. The Air 
Defense School is nearing completion of its HTF 
manual program. FM 44-1, US Army Air Defense 
Employment, was published in March 1976. FMs 
44-3, ADA Employment, Chaparral Vulcan; 44-23, 
US Army ADA Employment, Redeye; and 44-90, 
ADA Employment, Hawk, have been distributed 
in final draft form and will be published by 
Department of the Army before the end of this 
year. 

OF CTA 23-103 
3 per ADA Btry, IH, TRIAD, TOE 44-267 
2 per ADA Btry, Nike Hercules, TOE 44-537 
1 per TOE designated Redeye Team. 

Tracking Head Trainer M76: 
1 per ADA Bn ChaparralIVulcan, TOE 44-325 

or 44-725 
1 per ADA Bn Improved Hawk, TOE 44-245 
1 per ADA Bn Improved Hawk, TRIAD, TOE 

44-265 
1 per ADA Bn Nike Hercules, TOE 44-535H 
1 per TOE designated Redeye Section HQ. 

US ROLAND RADAR 
The first  US-built duced in the US may be 

Roland track radar anten- fired from NATO Roland 
na, produced by Hughes fire units, and vice versa. 
Aircraft Company, will Additionally, more than 
soon be integrated into 90 percent of the modules 
the  short-range, all- in the American fire unit 
weather air defense sys- a r e  completely inter- 
tem. The radar provides changeable with the  
precise, fully-automatic European modules. This 
tracking and engagement interchangeability was 
of high-speed, low-level demonstrated recently 
air attackers a t  night and when the  signal da ta  
in virtually any weather processor for the Europe- 
condition. The US Roland an track radar was flown 
system is virtually identi- to the US and success- 
cal t o  t he  European fully tested in an Ameri- 
[NATO] version; there- can track radar. 
fore, Roland missiles pro- 

MISSILE DECOY CONCEPT 
The US Army Air Defense Board is currently subjected to detection, identification, and rugged- 

testing the concept of using rubberized decoys to ness tests. High-speed aircraft, helicopters, and 
deploy with the IHawk missile system. The decoys ground-based observers will be used in the 
would be located in proximity to actual IHawk detection portion. If the concept is proven, decoys 
wsitions. Phase I of testing in 1976 used West could provide an additional deceptive means to 
German fabricated models with conventional improve tactical effectiveness and survivability. 
camouflage. The current Phase I1 will use Further information on survivability techniques 
domestic ELINT [Electronic intelligence] decep can be found in TC 44-1-1, March 1977. 
tion studies. The decoys and simulators will be 
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' ENLISTED 
CAREER NEWS 

CMF /= SKILL QUALIFICATION TESTS 
Recent visits to the field by US Army Air 

Defense School personnel have revealed that 
there are still some questions and problem areas 
concerning Career Management Field [CMFI 16 
Skill Qualification Tests [SQTs]. The following is 
an abbreviated report of the School team's 
observations, along with information fur ther  
explaining the CMF 16 Skill Qualification Test 
Program. 

Distr ibut ion of Test Notices. Some 3-4 weeks 
after SQT notice distribution was completed from 
TRADOC Training Support Center, Fort Eustis, 
receipt of test notices and related SQT publica- 
tions was sporadic and varied greatly from unit 
to unit, even within some battalions. In some 
instances, notices were present a t  battery level 
but no aggressive attempts had been made to 
place the notices in the hands of the soldiers who 
needed them. At one CONUS post, the notices 
were on hand, but a post-level determination had 
been made that distribution to the soldier should 
not occur until 60 days prior to test. Distribution 
to every soldier eligible for testing should be 
accomplished at  least 60 days prior to the test 
date, but can occur earlier than 60 days. If test 
notice shortages occur, aggressive action must be 
taken through test control officers [TCOI to 
rapidly secure more tes t  notices. As of 1 
September 1977, Training Support Center had on 
hand 900-2,000 copies of each CMF 16 SQT notice 
to cover shortages that might exist in the field. 

.Identifying Soldiers Eligible for Skill Quali- 
fication Testing. Some units are under the 
erroneous impression the E-4 is the lowest grade 
required to take the SQT. All soldiers, regardless 
of grade, who have 12 months of active Federal 
service and have held the MOS for 90 days on their 
SQT testing date are required to take the SQT. 
USA Training Support Center message, DTG 
1215442 Apr 77, contains the details. 

k 

HBQT Scoring Input. Some soldiers have 
asked whether their EER scores were part of their 
finalized SQT scores because the introductory 
section of their Soldier's Manual advised that final 
SQT scores were comprised of 60 percent SQT 
results and 40 percent EER scores. The 
introductory sections of the 16J, 16R, and 16P 
Soldier's Manuals do include this comment, which 
states the intention at  the time these manuals 
were drafted. That method of computation no 
longer applies. Soldiers must be advised that 
finalized SQT scores reflect test performance only. 
The obsolete comment will be deleted from these '3 
Soldier's Manuals when they are revised. 

H Accountability for SQT Notices. When test 
notices are distributed to individual soldiers, 
records must be maintained to verify the date each 
soldier was issued his SQT notice. This procedure 
is necessary to insure that each soldier receives 
his notice a t  least 60 days prior to his test' date. 

mMalassigned Soldiers. Soldiers who are not 
working in their PMOS will nevertheless be tested 
in their PMOS. They must take the written and 
performance certification of their SQT and should 
take the hands-on component if equipment for 
hands-on testing is reasonably available. The 
decision to waive all or part of the hands-on 
component of an SQT due to  equipment 
nonavailability, or infeasibility of testing a t  
another location where equipment is available, will 
be made by an 05 or above in the chain of command 
in coordination with the supporting TCO. DA Pam 
350-37, Handbook for the  Conduct of Skill 
Qualification Tests, provides the details. 

H SQT Testing for MOS 16R. SQTs for 16R are 
not tracked into different versions for self-pro- 
pelled and towed Vulcan crewmen. Tasks selected n 
for the hands-on component of the SQT are 
performed in the same way on both systems. The 
written component of the SQT contains approxi- 
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